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Legal Advice

Central Accounting Postoffice

Our Advire to tHp Pnhlir fe tn Puf i
ply Df Ladies', Children's, Infant's and Men's UNDERWEAR.
bUX, HOSE, & SWEATERS,
These articles will be very
Scarce next fall Season.

J

trained business man as postmaster,
has been selected as the "Central
Office" for Mora County.
This innovation was started last
October by the Postoffice Department,
in all the states. One office was mad
Centre! and all the business of all thm
postofices in the" County ia done with
one office thus dealing: in larger
amounts in supplies, reducing- the fret
registry business to a fraction of the
former, amounts, reducing the free
stuff in all the mails, and securing
setter service for all while eliminating- a small army of Department clerks
at Washington. It is the same system ia counties tha is; always been,
practiced in the cities. Central CH
are usually located at county seats,
but where they are inaccessible or nat
the proper place for a Central Office
they are loeated in the. Metropolis of.
the countv and where the ran K
hsndled to the best advantage

It is impossible to place any future Orders.

We Have a Good Stock Now, Therefore a tip from

Be wise and buy now.
JQauble The Price.

RojMuatHavé Waterworks!
it

-

You Cannot buy these goods next fall for

Hte
Jitet because we've hauled water in a wagon
Jen y ears is no reason for alwayp doing for

us-

one-Pri-

Olde Tyme Concerté
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Aunt Deborh's'l st Luncheon

Roy has added
nother distinction
to her lonir list of modern thinca TVi
new Roy postoflice, by reason of ts
lireproor building:, and lire and burglar proof vault, as well as its efficient

Revival Meetings

The Ladies of the Red Cross A good humorous farce will be
At the M.' E. Church at Moswill give the following Program given Thursday evening - Feb.
quero N. M. beginning Sunday
at the I. 0. 0. F. Hall Rov fin 21st in the Mills Ooéra House.'
The Roy Postoffice has more thart
,
twice the business of any other officer
Friday evening, February 22nd. Benefit Red Cross and Piano Feb. 17th.
The Pastor will be assisted by in the county and is, therefore the logJor the benefit of the Red Cross Fund for .School' Diano...
Evangelist .Maude L. Greene. ical Central Accounting- Office.
This will be a really fine Horn. LvAmÍ8M5&W.Áftcr;.,thc
MrsVf éétío Is" á" tfcmpe'rauVe ''The SuppliVs'on hand at the WavV V
Talent entertainment and de- piay a pie supper will be v
worker of national repute being
and Postoffice Inspector 0. M, Hoo4
serves your patronage. invited. Come anc he Chalk
talker and Lecturer of Tucumcan will come and assist in".,'
help with these two worth:
or the National W. C. T. II. Wp. gettine started off rieht Mr. Jnhti. '
Admission
will be
for
causes. :
son is, in the mean time, taking- care"
consider OUrselvej fortunar in of
pdults and 25c. for children.
the business and has had a large V
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secure the services special cabinet installed in the vault
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LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

Monsignor Daniel M. German, pres
ident of the Episcopal College of Dubuque, has been selected head of the
diocese of Boise, Idaho.
Emperor Charles has refused to t
the resignation of the Austria
cabinet of Dr. von Seydler, according
to advices received at Zurich.
"Remember the Tuscania!" will be
an irresistable call to the colors and
battle cry of victory for the Americans In the war, London newspapers
declared.
Evidence that the Germans are centering their submarine power on the
American transport service is seen In
the torpedoing of the two great Cun-arliners Tuscania and Aurania.
A great number of persons were
killed or Injured in consequence .of a
collision between a train loaded with
Red Guards and a government train
sent to Intercept the Red Guard train
near Keml, northern Finland.
Admiral Sir John R. Jelllcoe, former chief of the naval staff, speaking
at Hull, England, said he was afraid
"we are in for a bad time for á few
months, but by late summer about
August I believe we will be able to
say the submarine menace Is killed."
Eight thousand of Guatemala's most
beautiful homes, valued at more than
$80,000,000, were totally destroyed In
the recent earthquake, Minister JoaGovquin Méndez learned officially.
ernment buildings and cathedrals, val
ued at a larger figure, are also a complete loss, the report utated.
Passengers on ships which accompanied the Tuscania and her convoy
express the conviction In London
that Germany had been warned of the
coming of the transport and her convoy, and that the
had been
instructed as to the route which was
to be taken by the ships.
The British admiralty Friday night
stated tliat the latest figures available on the Tuscania disaster slaiwed
that 2,235 persons had been saved and
that about 166 were missing. The
saved, it was added, Included 133 American officers and 1,917 American
men, sixteen officers and 183 men of
the crew and six passengers. The
bodies of 126 American troops have
been recovered. Of the 148 survivors
landed on the Scottish coast 134 belonged to the United States army, Including seven officers.
d

8AYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.
HOPES

MENTS, SUFFERINGS,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Weitern Newspaper Unltm nawi service.

ABOUT THE WA&
Italian airmen bring down fifty-simachines in ten days.
Two French steamers of more than
1,000 tona and cne under that tonnage
were sunk during the week ending
Feb. 2 by mine or submarine.
The Italian shipping losses by mine
or submarine in the week ending Feb,
2 were very light, only one steamer
under 1.C00 tons being sunk.
Arab forces, under command of the
sheik of Mecca, have completely, defeated the Turkish army operating
southeast pf the Dead Sea, official dispatches state.
The American artillery continued
hammering German positions with
marked success Friday night and Saturday. A destructive fire on enemy
buildings and works was maintained.
The admiralty reports fifteen Brit
ish merchantmen sunk by mine or
submarine in the rvst week. Of these
ten were 1,000 tons or over, and five
were utider 1,600 tons. Four fishing
x

1 Ilappy British Tommies on their wny to the
trenehes. 2 Riveting tne keel plates In one of the
ships America Is building In large numbers. 3 Scene during the enforced roistering of enemy aliens In Chicago.
snow-covere- d

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE PAST WEEK

the Chinese border to take the railway. a half more this year may be realized
Mr. Baker was sharply challenged in
The Turturs occupied Yalta, In the
regard to that forecast, and admitted
government of Tnurida, and were advancing to Sebastopol, the great naval
that It might not be exact. On the
bnse on the Black sea.
other hand. Rear Admirul Harris of
Adding to their own troubles, the Ihe navul bureau of yards and docks,
bolshevlkl decreed the separation of was rutber optimistic concerning the
church and state and seized all church shipbuilding progress, stating that
fuvoruble conditions the governproperty for the people, which aroused
the patriarch of Russia to excommuni- ment would complete this year Its orig
cate some of them and to call for a Inul program of 6,000,000 tons of con
holy war.
struction. Chairman Flood of the
An unconfirmed report said Polish house foreign affairs committee also
troops had captured Mohilev, head- added a cheerful note when he said
quarters of tiie bolshevlkl army, and the United States "will furnish more
had captured Commander In Chief men and more money for the war In a
far shorter time than has been the
Krylenko and his staff.
A deadlock over the question of the
fondest hope of our own people or the
Ukraine put an end, for the present nations with which we are associated.
at least, to the peace negotiations at
-t- aDlrectly connected with the question
The Germans, It was
said, then demanded their terms be acof ocean transportation is the propO'
cepted at once, threatening otherwise sltlon of the British government that
to march on Petrograd. The Russian 150 battalions of Americans be trained
soldiers' council at Moscow called on In English camps so they can be hur
the government to form a volunteer ried to the frout In Flanders and to
socialist army and continue resistance. the sector held by General Pershing,
Meanwhile economic and food condiThis would serve to relieve the exist
tions In Fetrograd and other parts of ing congestion at the French ports
where Americans now are debarked,
Russia are growlne steadily worse.
This and similar plans are still under
ta
It is quite evident that Trotzky has discussion.
been counting on a real revolution of
Although General Maurice, director
the workers of Germany, and It Is of military operations, says the allies
equally evident that no such revolution
are still numerically superior on the
Is forthcoming in the near future. The west front and have no fear of the rewidespread strikes which were, hailed sults of the expected German drive
with Joy by the foolishly optimistic, there, Grent Brjtaln and France are
were quickly crushed by the military urging America to get as many men
power of the government, mnny of the as possible Into the fighting lines.
leaders forced Into the army and the The German concentration movement
rank and file of the workers driven has been going on steadily and the
hack to their labor. In this Interna!
German press says all is ready to
struggle the Germon autocracy seem- strike the blow whenever Hlndenburg
ingly did not yield a single point to the says the word, and that the greatest
democracy,, though some effect of the battle of the war Is about to begin.
strikes may appear In the future. The Hlndenburg himself gave the world a
radical lenders In the empire are not lnugh the other day when he told a
backing wnter, any more than are flielr group of editors that he would be In
autocratic opponents, and the situation Paris by next April 1.
-ta- --'
there Is still critical.
ta
During the week the Germans atAs a substitute for the war cabinet tacked the French rather strongly In
and munitions directorate bills which the Alsne and Verdun regions but
he so firmly opposes, President Wilwere utterly repulsed. All along the
son on Wednesday had Introduced In west front the activity of the aerial
the senate by Senator Overman a bill forces reached a high pitch, and the
designed to f'o away with bureaucratic artillery fighting was continuous. The
inefficiency and to give the chief execAmerican expeditionary force, whose
utive vast powers. It was drafted for sector has been revealed as lying east
Mr. Wilson by the attorney general of St. Mihlel and north of Nancy, was
and authorizes the president during subjected to every form of attack the
conenemy could devise, and stood It all
the war to distribute,
solidate and otherwise reorganize any well, replying vigorously and effectiveand all existing administrative func- ly. There Is no lingering doubt as to
tions and agencies and create such how well and bravely Pershing's boys
new agencies as he deems necessary will fight. The accurate fire of their
for the conduct of .the war. He is also batteries Is especially noteworthy.
authorized to transfer appropriations
-tfrom one department, bureau or comThere has been little chnnge In the
mission to any other agency he may situation In Italy, the Invaders having
designate.
lost ground If anything.
The Italian
Those who support the measure say aviators did excellent work In bombing
It properly confers on the president, the enemy's rear lines and munition
as commander In chief of the nation's stations, while the Boche airmen dearmed forces, whatever power he voted their efforts mainly, and characdeems necessary to perform his task teristically, to attacks on Venice, Trev-iswith efficiency.
Other congressmen
Padua and Mestre, where the
declared the bill actually creates a mil- grentest damage they could do was to
itary dictatorship. There doesn't seem women and children, hospitals and
to be much difference between these architectural treasures.
two views.
-t- aUncle Sam Is putting the clamps on
ta
Ships, ships and more ships, Is still the enemies- within his borders in I
the cry of the United States and the way that probably will check their neIn New York
entente allies, and all are agreed that farious operations.
ultimate victory hangs largely on the Franz von Rlntelen and six of his felability of America to turn out the re low consplrntors were found guilty and
quired amount of tonnage to transport given the maximum sentence. The enIts troops and the Immense quantities forced registration of all enemy aliens
of food and munitions necessary. The was begun throughout the country.
present lack Is not shipyards and ma The government's determination to
keep out spies and epidemic-causinterial, but labor. Already the government Is operating great yards on both germs sent by the Germans was excoasts, and others are being rapidly emplified In the minute examination
given the passengers and cargo of a
completed, but even those now In operation are working but one shift- of Dutch steamship that arrived at New
York. Of necessity most of the secret
men where three should be worked.
Tlfe appeal for laborers In the yards service work of the government reIs urgent and should meet with ample mains secret, but Its Increasing effecresponse, not only for patriotic rea tiveness becomes apparent,
-- ta
sons, but for selfish reasons, too, for
Milder weather and the earnest efthe pay assured Is large. The United
States now has In all services about forts of the men who run the railways
4,000.000 tons of shipping, approxi
served to relieve the coal famine to a
of which Is engaged considerable extent, though fuel condimately
In bringing In materials that have been
tions are very bad, especially in the
considered Industrial essentials. The Atlantic coast states. The federal fuel
government Is considering a plan to administration tCok over the control
make a 50 per cent reduction In Imports of fuel oil.
Food Administrator Hoover placed
by eliminating articles that are not essential to the winning of the war. This more stringent restrictions on the use
would help some, and of course the of wheat and meat throughout the
allies can supply a certain amount of country, and ordered all public eating
e
tonnage, but there will still be left a houses to observe a
ration
wide discrepancy between the availa- of wheat bread. The people are urged
ble amount of shipping and the amount to make larger use of potatoes In orwe must have In order that Secretary der to save wheat, the crop of the tuBaker's promise of half a million men ber being the biggest the country ever
In Europe by spring and a million and had.
un-de-

linking of Transport Tuscania
Inspires Nation to Carry War
On to Victory.

LADS FACED DEATH BRAVELY

America Ready With New Methods to
Combat the Submarines Russian
Bolshevik! Fighting All Their
Neighbors President Wjl-so- n
Asks Further

Power.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

The United States sustained I ta first
evere blow In the war on Wednesday,
when the transport Tuscania, carrying
American troops to Europe, was tor
pedoedoff the north Irish coast and
tank In two hours. At the time of
writing the number of missing, pre
sumably dead. Is 101. Of these 67 were
American ofllcers and enlisted men,
the others being members of the Brit
lsh crew. That the losses were so
email was due to the excellent work
of the convoying vessels and the time
the Tuscania remained afloat
The fact that such disasters as this
were expected In the process of transporting hundreds of thousands of men
to Europe does not lessen the shock
to the nation or mitigate the anguish
of the relatives of the victims. But
those relatives have the great consolation of knowing that their boys met
their fate bravely and calmly, as American soldiers should, and that they gave
their lives for their country and for
civilization as truly as if they had died
on the field of battle. Most of these
troopers were but partly trained members of forestry and other contingents
going over to work behind the lines,
but when the first excitement of the
explosion had passed these lads, like
veteran soldiers, lined up on the deck
and sang national airs while they waited their turns in lifeboats.
The sinking of the Tuscania has
served to weld the determination of
the entire nation to see the war
through to a victorious finish. It also
has brought forth the Information that
the American navy, which so far has
with makebeen fighting the
shift devices, is now about ready to
put into operation new devices and
methods that, it is confidently believed,
will prove most effective In dealing
with the murderous submarines. The
movement of troops to the other side
will not be checked In the slightest by
the loss of this one transport. Says
Secretary of the Navy Daniels : "Just
as fast as our ships can carry men to
Europe they will go, and Just as fast
as they are equipped they will be sent,
and ships will carry them, and no man
living will ever again see the day when
our goods will be carried across the
Atlantic except In ships flying the flag
of the United States."
For a bunch that is determined to
have peace, the bolshevik! of Russia
are getting plenty of fighting these
days. And according to reports, they
are not getting the best of it. Undertaking to coerce Finland Into a revolution like their own in Russia, they and
the Finnish Red guards have been defeated In long and bloody battles at
Uleaborg and Tammerfers by the government forces commanded by General
known as the White
Mannerhelm,
guard. Uleaborg was the chief military depot of the Russians In northern
Finland, and both there and at
the White guard captured considerable stores of munitions and arms.
So far Sweden has refused to permit
supplies to be sent across the border
to General Mannerhelm, despite the
demands of the Swedish press and people.
To the south the bolshevlkl are fighting both the Ukrainians and the Roumanians in Besarabla and apparently
getting well whipped. In one fight the
Roumanians captured and disarmed
two entire divisions of Russians. In
western Siberia General Kaledlnes was
aatd to be working his way toward
Omsk, while farther east another force
of Cossacks was moving north from
Tam-merfo-

Brest-Lltovs-
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vessels were also sunk.
A cable dispatch to the Norwegian
legation from Christtania says that
during January twelve Norwegian vessels, aggregating 18,805 gross tons,
were "lost by the war" and eight Norwegian seamen lost their lives.
Hostile airplanes continue to carry
out raids against Venice, Mestre and
Treviso. These Venetian plain cities
ere again bombed according to the
official statement form Italian headquarters, but there were no casual-

ties.
American
artillery and Infantry
have succeeded In cleaning out a ma
jority of the snipers who caused con
siderable annoyance from the time
the sector was taken over by the
troops. Snipers' posts In buildings
have been destroyed by knocking
down the shelters over the beads of
the Germans with shells.
General Mannerhelm, commander
of the forces which are supporting the
Finnish provisional government, has
defeatel the revolutionary Red Guard,
a Helslngfors dispatch to the Afton
TIdningen reports. The Red Guards
are said to have suffered a loss of
killed. The battle occurred at
Korkeakosl, near Tammerfors.
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WASH

HIE IÜDNEYS !

All the blood In the body passes thro
the kidneys every few minutes. This la
why the kidneys play such an Important
role In health or disease. By some my
terious process the kidney selects what
ought to come out of the blood and
takes It out. If the kidneys are not
and becninn rnnirootoH
poisons accumulate and we Buffer from
uucKaciie, neuuuene, lumnngo,
Thnv urina
..... . nr
vv irmiK
to uuuij
ui iuv la
cloudy, full of sediment ; channels often
pei sore ana sieep is aisturoea nt night.
So it in that Dr. Pierce, of thn In
noiei mm ourginii insiuure in tfnrrnio,
N.Y, advises "Washing the Kidneys,"
iiy uriiiKing six io eigni glasses or water
between meals and then if you want
to take n hnrmlpss ...
msillclnav, th.f
itt
mu, II ,11
clear the channels nnd cure the annoy
ing nymproms, go to your druggist and
ect Annrle frinnhln RtrpntrtM tnr nn
This "Aniirle" vhlph la
an . , i , i Hmnm
abI u u nam
J 11 1: o
more potent than Uthln will drive out
the uric ncld poisons nnd bnthe the kidneys nnd channels In a soothing liquid.
If you desire, write for free medical
advice and send sample of wnter for
free examination.
Experience
hat
taught Doctor Pierce that "Amirlc" Is
a most powerful agent In dissolving
uric ncld, as hot wnter melts sugar.
Send Dr. Pierce 10c for trial package.
rneu-mflttR- m

r-

....
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One thorn of experience 1b worth f
whole wilderness of warning. LowelL
Pitet Curad In to 14 THrt

refund moner If PAZO 01 NTMWfT fIU)
Drnfirt
on re ltrhlni. Blind, Bleeding or ProUMOIof Pile.
Í,irM
ppUuuuB f Ires relief. tUo,

Had a Fellow Feeling.

The village concert wa In progress,
and although all the local talent was
mustered, Johnny, the squire's son and
heir, was bored, badly bored.
His mother grew anxious about him
but when a small girl started piping
"The Minstrel Boy," and reached the
Une, "His father's sword he has girded
on," Johnny fairly pricked up his ears
SPORT
In excitement.
L. G. Palmer broke twenty-fou- r
"You like this, JohnnyT Bald his
birds out of a possible twenty-fiv- e
at mother. "It
the Lakewood Country club traps In
"Be quiet, mother, do," said Johnny,
Denver.
Impatiently.
"I want to hear what
Broadmoor golf course at Colorado happens when his father gets to
Springs, will be the scene of the Col- know I" London
orado state golf championship Aug.
21 to 24 inclusive this year.
Leson In Geography.
Bob Smith, bowling in the Major
Readers of General Allenby'B disLeague at Denver, put over a brilliant patches, unfamiliar with the peculiarexhibition, finishing an exceptional ities of the Dead sea, were not a little
three-gamseries with a score of 672. puzzled at his description of British
He averaged 226 for the evening's airplanes flying four hundred feet below the sea level. But reference to a
sport.
Indications point strongly toward geography brought the information
baseball being played extensively by which solved the riddle ; the Dead sea
the troops in France this spring. The lies 1,292 feet below the surface of the
Y. M. C. A. War Work Council has Mediterranean, so that airplanes sailawarded a contract for 59,760 base- ing four hundred feet below sea level
balls, probably one of the largest or- were still at an elevation of eight hundred and ninety-tw- o
feet Lessons In
ders ever placed.
geography abound In the papers nowGENERAL
adays!
Fire from a defective tent stove
caused the destruction of seven tent
Tied His Dog to "Flivver."
houses in Camp Newton D. Baker
When Henry Ward, prominent In Sanear Fort Bliss, Tex.
lina (Kan.) business affairs, tied his
John L. Sullivan, fighter all his life, vicious bulldog to his "flivver," merely
waa given the funeral of a fighter at as a protection to dogs with better disBoston. He sleeps now in Calvary positions, he was arrested.
cemetery by the side of his father and
"Guilty?" asked the court, after Informing the defendant he was charged
mother.
Herbert C. Hoover, National Food with violating a city ordinance against
Administrator, has confirmed the ap- attaching a tin can to a dog's tall.
"Yes, sir," was the reply.
pointment of Calvin H. Morse, of Den"Eleven dollars," said the court AnJ
ver, as chairman of the hotel and restaurant division of the Rocky Moun- Mr. Ward paid.
tain States, including Montana, Idaho,

Is"

Tit-Bit- s.

e

All persona who pay Interest, rent
or salaries to the extent of $800 dur
ing 1918 are now required, under a
late ruling of the collector's office on
Internal revenue service, to make a
report of the transaction.
The body of Mrs. Joy Sparks, 24
years old, a pretty young widow, was
found buried beneath the flooring of
an old livery barn on the outskirts of
Clay, Ky. Mrs. Sparks had been
choked and shot to death.
Clyde B. Pearson, the Wyoming
youth sentenced to be hanged during
the week of Feb. 24 for killing Sheriff
Frank Roach of Cheyenne, in Larimer county, Colo., waa given two
Seems Impossible.
weeks' reprieve by the Colorado par- Wyoming, New Mexico and Colorado.
"I can Imagine many things, but"
dons board. This extends bis lease These states were formerly in the teron life until some time during the ritory under the direction of James "But what?" "But a Russian making
peace."
Woods of San Francisco.
week of March 10.
Magpie
Chiefs Yellow Hawk,
Secretary Tumulty in a formal stateand
Little Wolf at Oklahoma City led a ment in Washington, declared he was
band of thirty Arapahoe and Chey- not a candidate for appointment as
enne Indians Into the office of Gov- senator from New Jersey nor would
ernor Williams and offered the coun- he be a candidate at the election in
try the services of ten regiments of November. He said he considered it
more Important for him to remain as
Indian cavalry. The Indians said
they preferred border service, but secretary to the President.
Five of the thirteen buildings of the
were not opposed to going to France.
e
Indiana state reformatory at
WASHINGTON
were destroyed by fire, enWorklesa Mondays were suspended tailing an estimated
loss of 1,000,000.
in eight Southern states by Fuel Ad Twelve hundred and eighty-fivprisministrator Garfield.
oners, in cell houses and dormitories
Three billion dollars will be raised were marshalled in orderly array
In advance of the third Liberty loan, and marched to the Institutional
which probably will be launched by were marched to . the institutional
April, by sale of certificates of In school building, 200 yards away from
1
debtedness under a plan looking to the fire. None tried to escape.
systematic investment by every bank
Announcement that France will ba
healtay? well-to-d- o
In short term securities. able ' before July 1 to manufacture
Enactment of the war finance cor enough artillery to supply twenty Amporation bill to strengthen the coun- erican divisions, or approximately
try's financial and industrial condi- 300,000 troops, if the United States
tions for war was urged before the meanwhile adheres to an understandSenate finance committee by Secre- ing by which France would receive
tary McAdoo, with the support of W. the necessary raw material from AmP, G. Harding, governor, and Paul M. erica, was made In New York oy AnWarburg, vice governor of the Feder- dre Tardieu, French high commisal Reserve Board.
sioner to this country.
The American Roadbiiilders' AssociHealth conditions at all camps and
cantonments In the United States ation and the Good Roads Congress,
showed continued improvement in the with delegates representing thirty-thre- e
states and the provinco of Onlast week, with decreasing deaths and
hospital admission rates.
tario, Canada, closed their Joint conwhile-espeda- íly
The Washington branch of the Am vention at St. Louis with the adoption
calling
a
nationresolution
for
a
of
erican Red Cross Society has taken
the first step toward mobilizing an wide Improvement of highways aa a
American civilian army for service war measure.
back of the battle lines in France.
The affection of Col. Theodora
coffee doesiitdgpee
Net gold exporta have decreased to Roosevelt's ear, which had caused his
less than $386,000 a week, ten times physician considerable concern, subThere's & Reasoa"
under the outward movement last Oc sided somewhat Friday, according to
tober, under the Influence of the gov- - Information given out at the Roose- -
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can assure these gentlemen
(officials held responsible for suffering at
Valley Forge) that it is a much easier and
less distressing thing to draw up remonstrances in a comfortable room by a good
fireside than to occupy a cold, bleak hill
and sleep under frost and snow without
clothes or blankets. However, though
they seem to have little feeling for the
naked and distressed soldiers, I feel super'
abundantly for them, and from my soul .
I pity these miseries, which it is neither
in my power to relieve nor prevent.
1

General Washington

01

ECAUSE George Washington believed sincerely In the Inborn,
lights of men born on
this soil, or transferred to It,
spiritually as well as physically,
to the fruits of freedom and Independence; because he believed
that this nation was to be held
by thera free of all oppression,
whether in the form of unjust

taxation or any other Infringe
ment of the Interests, welfare and principles of the
..........
in- icv lives luuuy me uomage or tne
millions who pnjoy the heritage of the free America for which he fought and which he helped establish.
In this he was at one with other great men bred
In the new. free spirit and atmosphere of the
colonies.
He did not seek to set himself over
them, but to work with them, contributing as his
purt In the struggle his military genius and experience and his carefully trained executive
ability. His Ideal was the common good. For
ihnt he gave his time and strength unstintedly.
Throughout bis career the oue reward he
sought was that he might partake, "In the midst
of my fellow citizens, the benign Influence of good
laws under a tree government, the ever favorite
object of my heart."
Washington, nlthough possessing wealth and position, although observant of forms and ceremonies, was In the best sense a democrat, a man
who sought the same privileges and opportunities
for every one of his fellow citizens which he
and who devoted his gifts tfnil energies to

...

ment8 and an adequate system of recruitment
Such authority as he had he used with dill--'
geuce and forethought. Under his orders a few
fast vessels were fitted out and armed as privateers at the nearest safe ports. Marblehead volunteers in the army were put aboard them for
crews, and the enemy's supplies, Including
d
powder, were captured upon the seas and
brought overland into the American camp.
After a long period of waiting, the Americans
were on Dorchester Heights and the British evacuated Boston.
Washington's keen sense told
him that the die wns now cast, that peace was
impossible, that England would speedily pour
to "reduce the colony to a proper
sense of Its duty."
Conservative and aristocrat as he was classed,
Washington now favored the radicals, who sought
to break with the home government and set up
their own. "I have never entertained the Idea of
an accommodation," he said, "since I heard of the
mensures which were adopted In consequence of
the Bunker Hill fight."
His stanch attitude was maintained In the midst
of disheartening experiences, not only with the
.
enemy In the field, but with trouble-maker- s
that end.
In his
own camp. "I know the unhappy predicament ,In
That they might have them, he not only exwhich I stand." Jie wrote: "I know that much Is
pended freely his energies of mind and body, but
expected of me; I know that, without men. with
he constantly exhorted his fellow countrymen to
OUt arms, without nmmnnltlnn
prepare themselves for the high destiny that he
urlfhnxf nn..i.in
fit for the accommodation of a'soldler little Is to
foresaw for this country, first, by raising and
,
be done: and. whnt Is mnniMn, t
equipping an adequate army, a task that fret
cannot stnnd Justified to the world without es
quently hung leaden on his hands, and, secondly,
posing my own weakness and Injuring the cause
by properly safeguarding their rights after they
fiu1
Dy necmring my wants.
tv
My situation has been
uva hoan
uviiu ttmn
such that I have had to use art to conceal It even
George Washington received less education
from my officers."
in school than most lads of poor parentage do
Jealousies hampered hlra so sorely that he sterntoday. He left school before he was sixteen years
ly proclnlmed: "The general most earnestly enold, and, except In mathematics, in which he had
treats the officers and soldiers to consider coni
advanced through geometry and trigonometry, his
sequences; that we can no way assist our enemies
education did not extend beyond that which boys
usunlly get In the grammar grades of the public ' more than by making divisions among ourselves;
thnt the honor and success of the army and the
schools. What he studied he knew, however, as
safety of our bleeding country depend npon harhis carefully kept notebooks attest. He manimony and good agreement with each other;' that
fested a special aptitude for surveying and for
military affnlrs. This taste led to his having a
the provinces are all united to oppose the common
enemy and oil distinctions In the name of
royal middy's wnrrnnt, obtained for him when he
America.
was fourteen years old, and only because of his
t
"To make this name honorable and to preserve
mother's refuctance to have him go to England
was he spared to fight for the colonies Instead of ..the liberty of our country ought to he our only
becoming an officer In his majesty's service.
emulation, nnd he will be the best soldier nnd the
best patriot who contributes most to this "glorious
He had been out of school only a few months
work, whatever his station or from whatever part
when he got his first Job as a surveyor. It was
of the country he may come. Let all distinction
a good one, too, for Lord Fairfax, having noted
of nations, countries and provinces thereof be lost
the lad's mental equipment and his Intrepidity,
In the generous contest who shall behave with the
gave him a commission to survey his wild acres In
most courage toward the enemy and the most
the Shenandoah valley. So well did Washington
kindness and good humor to each other.
accomplish the arduous task that he was made a
"If any be so lost to virtue nnd love of country
public surveyor. Almost coincident with his enas to continue In such practice after this order,
trance upon a private career young Washington
they will be severely punished and discharged
Identified himself with public Interests. Fond of
from the service In disgrace."
athletics and sports, a well as of military affnlrs,
After the disastrous battle of Long Island,
he Joined the local militia, and when nineteen
Washington once more .took the liberty of menyears old was made a major.
tioning to congress thnt no dependence could he
When he was still In his twenties he won his
put In a mllltln or other troops than those enlisted
first colonelcy In his gallant, but disastrous, first
and embodied tor a longer period than our regulaIt was there
campaign against the French.
tions have heretofore prescribed.
that he first tasted the bitter fruits of unprepared-ness- .
"Our liberties must of necessity be greatly
hazarded. If not entirely lost, If their defense la
When Washington went to Philadelphia as a
left to any but a permanent standing army. I
member of the Second Continental congress he
mean one to exist during war. Men who have
wore his provincial- - uniform, an Instructive exbeen free and subjected to no control cannot be
pression of his feeling In regard to the crisis that
reduced to order In an Instan. . . .
wns to come In Its way a fulfillment of prophecy
"There Is no situation on earth less enviable or
for during5 the session he was put at the head
more distressing," continues Washington, "than
of the Irregulur army near Boston. He found
that person who Is at the head of troops regnrd-les- s
that army, not only without discipline and equipof order and discipline and unprovided with
ment, but without powder. Men who had enlisted
inly for a few months ran away. Washington v almost every necessity.-Th- e
difficulties that have
surrounded me since I have been In the service
ardently nppealed to the continental and pro-have kept my mlnrt constantly upon the stretch ;
vlnelnl congresses to provide for longer enlist- -

?

4

.

the woimds which my feelings as an officer have
received by a thousand things that have hnppened
contrary to my expectations and wishes; the effect of my own conduct and present appearance
of things so little pleasing to myself as to render
It a mntter of no surprise to me If I should stnnd
capitally censured by congress . . . Induce a
thorough conviction In my mind that It will be
Impossible, unless there Is a thorough change In
our military system, for me to conduct matters to
give satisfaction to the public, which Is all the
recompense I aim at or ever wish for."
This unhappy state of things was almost wholly
due to the feeling manifested In several sections
of
of the country, persisted In to the hampering of
Washington's campaign and to the detriment
by
the cause. Congress wns finally prevailed upon
Washington's representations and the tardily
dawning consciousness that war was Inevitable
caand that, being so, unpreparedness meant
lamity.
On December 20, 1770, he wrote to the president
of congress: "Short enlistments and a mistaken
dependence upon our militia have been the origin
of all our misfortunes and great accumulation of
I beg lenve to give It as my
our debt.
humble opinion thnt 88 battalions are by no menns
equal to the opposition you are to make, and that
not a moment's time Is to be lost In raising a
grenter number, not less in my opinion and that
In my Judgment
of my officers than 110.
this Is not a time to stnnd upon expense; our
.
funds are not the only object of consideration.
. . It may be thought thnt I am going a good
deal out of my line of duty to advise thus freely.
A character to loose, an estate to forfeit, the In
estimable blessings of liberty at stake and a life

much-neede-

...

devoted must be my excuse."
Far from holding himself aloof and wanting to
keep all power In his own hands, Washington
welcomed
.After ne had been Invested with the dictatorial
powers necessitated by the emergency of public
affairs, the council of safety of New York apolO'
glzed for certain measures they had taken In re
gard to New York troops which were later dlS'
covered to have been an Infringement on his au
thorlty. Washington replied: "I should be un
happy In the belief thnt any part of my letter to
you could be construed into the slightest hint
that you wish to Interfere In the mllltnry line.
Heaven knows that I greatly want the aid of
every good man, and thnt there are not such
enviable pleasures attending my situation as to
make me too Jealous of Its prerogatives. Rather
than complain of your late efforts In the military
way, you deserve the thanks of us all, and I feel
myself happy In this opportunity of returning you
mine In the greatest truth nhd sincerity."
At Valley Forge, where Washington's troops
n"kert' hnd few bInnkets nnd scnn
- were nlm08t
fnnr hP was mnvpd to resentment against "the
gentlemen, without knowing whether the army
wns really going Into winter quarters or not,
reprobntlng the measure as much as If they
thought the soldiers were made of stocks and
stones and equally Insensible of frost nnd snow,
and. moreover, as if they conceived It easily practicable for an Inferior army under the disadvantages I have described ours to be to confine
a superior one. In all respects well appointed,
within the city of Philadelphia and to cover from
depredntlon and waste the states of Pennsylvania
and New Jersey.
I can assure these gentlemen thnt It Is a much easier and less distressing thing to draw up remonstrances In a comfortable room by a good fireside than to occupy a
cold, bleak hill and sleep under frost and snow
without clothes or bInnkets. However, nlthough
rney seem to nnve uttie reeling for the naked and
distressed soldiers, I feel superabundantly for
them, and from my soul I pity those miseries,
which It Is neither In my power to relieve nor pre-

...

vent."

Washington

persistent efforts tt get a
for his officers after the
wnr. himself having no personal Interest In the
measure; he had declared from the first that he
would never profit by It to the amount of a single
penny. He deprecated constantly the Jealousy of
the military part of the government by the civil
department.
"If we would pursue a right system of policy "
he wrote to a member of congress. "In my opinion
there would he none of these distinctions. We
should all, congress and army, be considered as one
people, embnrked In one cause, In one Interest
acting on the same principle and to the same end."
gunrantee of

made

hnlf-pn- y

In 1703 Washington, in his second term n
dent, wrote to confess thnt, while he sought
pence nnd urged a faithful discharge
toward others, he recommended prompt measures
not only for defense but for enforcing Just
claims.
"There Is a rank due the United States amone
other nations which will be withheld, If not
lost, by the reputation of wénkness
li
we desire to avoid Insult we must be able to repel
It ; if we desire to secure peace, one of the
most
Instruments of our prosperity, it must
we
be known that
are at all times ready for war "
'
wrote.
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COMINO EVENTS.

Artesia is to have a canning factory.
Road work is continuing wherever
possible during the winter months.
The Dedman Dairy Association
in Roy with a membership ot
over 100.
A meeting of bean growers was held
at Santa Fe to discuss the pinto bean
marketing problem.
Safe robbers in Albuquerque got f 5
m silver from a small safe belonging
to a bottling company.
Governor W. E, Llndsey and a num
ber of the federal and state officials
have Joined the rifle club.
Ortiz
The survey ot the Antonio
grant in San Miguel county la report
ed to be nearing completion.
P. Osuna of Albuquerque was
stabbed, and John Castillo was arrest
ed, charged with the crime.
Several carloads of lumber for im
provements at Fort Bayard have been
delivered, and work is being pushed,
The El Paso and Southwestern coal
chute in Carrizozo was destroyed by
fire. Loss la estimated at $6,000 to
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That Columbus will really be the
center of an oil field is the opinion
expressed by different geologists and
oil men.
Mrs. Roy Prentice has been appointed by Secretary McAdoo as chairman
of the war savings committee tor San
Miguel county.
Over 4,000 New Mexico retail deal
ers have pledged themselves to the
food administration not to exact ex
orbitant prices.
H. H. Mayberry of Roy raised and
threshed 5,000 pounds of Sudan grass
seed, which he is finding good feed
for farm animals.
On the mesa In the Roy vicinity
acres were planted to wheat last
rail, and 101,160 acres, all told, are

under cultivation.
Warden Thomas Hughes of the
state penitentiary left Santa Fe with
convicts who will be used on road
work near Alamogordo.
Governor Llndsey has granted a par
don and has restored to citizenship A.
L, Kabon, of Quay county, who served
a two years' sentence for burglary.
Harry James of Chloride, Sierra
county, was appointed a county commissioner by Governor Llndsey to sue- ceed Frank A. Calhoun, resigned.
The New Mexico educators have
been invited to attend a conference
In Chicago on Feb. 21 to 23, in connec
tion with the Congress of National
Service.
Reports of sales of smlleage books
received by John Tombs, secretary for
the state in the campaign for the sale
of these books, placed the total re
celpts to that time at $2,157.
More than a half million acres of
land In eastern Chaves county, and In
cluding a portion of the Roswell land
district have been designated for en
try March 11 under the stock raising
homestead laws.
While searching for 21 head of reg
istered thoroughbred White face heif
ers which had been stolen from his
pastures, T. E. Mitchell of Roy found
a pile of hides in a ravine. The hides
were found to be from animals belong
ing to Emilio Gonzales, indicating that
thieves are engaged in killing range
stock.

Surely Meatless Day.
They didn't vlolnte "meatless day"
after all.
Food conservation hath Its heroes
and heroines niMess than war.
A young housewife bought herself a
lamb stew, and that evening set It
forth for the delectation of her husband.
The stew wns mostly Inmb bone, the
husband thought, as he searched the
dish for a bit of meat.
His probe proved unsuccessful.
But he didn't say anything.
Neither did his wife, but she was
thinking a lot.
All of a sudden the husband spoke
up.
"Why, this Is mentless day!" he
gasped, horror struck In remembrance.
His wife looked sadly nt the dish.
"It is," she said, grimly.
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RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 ox. Bat
Rum, a small box of Barbo Comnound.
and Vtt oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
put this up or you can mix it at home at
very little coat. Full directions for mak
ing and use come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
and glossy. It will not eclor the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.

Í

Might Have to Say Them Twice.
While snowbound nt his aunt's house
my son Harold wns put to bed temporarily, waiting for the storm to cease.
Aunt Edith said to him : "Harold, why
don't you say your prayers?" and he
sweetly answered: "I don't know If I
should say my prayers because I don't
know If I'm going to sleep her tonightsChicago Tribune.

Pretty.
"Is she very pretty?"
"Very. She keeps her father broke
buying gowns to equul her face."
Dr. Tierce's Pleasant Tellets are the
original little liver pills put up 40 years
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. Ad.
Lots of men don't have to travel
when they go to the bud.

far

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear

Cross

white clothes. Adv.

The executive committee of the
After all, the speculator Is a sort
New Mexico Wool Growers' Associa
of bargnln counter.
tion met in Albuquerque and complet
ed plans for the annual convention
The highest liberty Is the liberty to
which is to be held in Albuquerque
do right.
March 18 and 19.
Roswell is making extensive pre
parations to care for the cattle men
and other visitors attending the Pan
handle & Southwestern Stockmen's
convention which meets in that city
March 5, 6 and 7.
Deputy Statu Treasurer W. E. Carroom has made his first distribution
of 1918 taxes thus far received. The
State University at Albuquerque re
ceives $10,113.37; State College, Me
silla Park, $5,841.10; Normal Unlverlity, Las Vegas, $8,782.66; Silver City
Normal, $6,650.03;

Blind Asylum,

Keep Yourself Fit
You can't afford to be laid up with
ore, aching kidneys in these days of
high prices. Some occupations bring
kidney troubles; almost any work
makes weak kidneys worse. If you feel
tired all the time, and suffer with lame
back, sharp pains, dizzy spells, headaches and disorderd kidney action, use
Doan's Kidney Pills. It may save an
attack of rheumatism, dropsy, or
Bright's disease. Doan's have helped
thousands back to health.

A Colorado Case

$3,41.2.83.

In an effort to prevent a strike at
the Albuquerque and Cerillos Coal
Company's mines at Madrid, repre
sentatives of the company, miners,
United Mine Workers of America and
fuel administration conferred at Albuquerque.
Miners quit Thursday but
returned to work Friday to await the
outcome of the conference.
Miss Isabel Eckl$s, president of the
New Mexico Educational Association,
has been honored on the program of
the National Association of. State Supervisors and Inspectors of Rural
Scnools wnIcn ,s to meet the end of
the month ,n Atlantic City.
At the meetln8 of
e New Mexico
att'e an Horse Growers' Assocla-soluteJtlon ,n Las Veaa ,n March, Governor
Llnl8e3r wU1 deliver the address of
welcome or the state. Former
ernor w- - c McDonald will make the
response, as a member of the Lire-hstock Men's Association.
y

e

j

M QUININE

CASCARA

4- -t

A

fit

It Saves 9Vc.

All Over

March
Stockmen's convention at
Koawell.
New
4
March
Annual meeting
Mexico Cattle and Horse Uroweri'
AsHoclntlon at Las Vena.
March. 1911 Wool Growers' convention
at ItoiwelL

v

okfitfi

Tablet

New Mexico

f
IT a.

Cost Per

J. K. May 318ft Main
St., Sterling, Colo., says:
VJ.
"I was almost helpless
with sharp pains In my
back. My limbs were
stiff and sore and I always felt tired and restless. The kidney secretions passed far too often. On a friend's ad
vice, I used Doan's Kid.
ney Pills and they freed
me of the troubles. I
seldom have need of a
kidney medicine now.
I
nevertheless,
but
wouldn't be without a
box of Doan's In the house."
Gel Doan's at An? Store, 60e a Bos

DOAN'S "ÍLIV

FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

COUGHING

annoys others and hurts ron. Relle-- e throat
Irritation and ticklme.and get rid of cougha.
colds and hoarseness by taking at once

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

EVERYONE IN THE FAMILY

The Spanish American
--

Rkistirko

ADGi'in IT, ibis.

CHRISTMAS

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

$1.50

second-clas-

Per

'J

5V

IRVIN OGDEN, SP
Subicriptiot

Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

at Christian Chuten.
presence is accessary.

RANKING

Ym

É. IVEY Supt

f,

matter at the

s

Your

postofficc in Koy, New Mexico.
j

v. p. s. c. e.

THE UKIVtHiSAL CARf

'MvraO. Dffrees, President
Miss UI.Uinf Grinrh, Sec'y.

oy u arag e

Tbit natioo, undarGod, that
have

new birth ol freedom,
nd that foverament ol the
people, by the people, for the
people, hall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

Meets ul the Christinn Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-i- n
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

and LIVERY
Cars Housed and. Cared for

HERE'S TO

CLD

BLESS

GLORY, GOD
HER!

o

I

If anyone attempts

the
pot

American

John

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundayá
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M,
Church.
Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon,

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work

.
to haul

down
flag, shoot him on the

Mechanics
GASOLINE STA.

Davenport Bro's, proprietor.

A. Dix.

ROY,

Priest in charge,

New Mex.

HAVE YOU JOINED OUR CHRISTMAS BANKING CLU8?
IF NOT, COME IN NOW AND DO SO. BRING THE CHILDTHE HABIT OF SAVING MONEY IS ONE
REN WITH YOU.
CAN TEACH YOUR CHILDREN
AND YOU CAN TEACH THEM IN NO BETTER OR EASIER
WAY THAN BY OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB PLAN.

07 THE BEST HABITS
REMEMBER IN

DO

YOU

WEEKS THE
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

As the boys are being called in
the army and all are being
classified, the few who are trying to evade military service and
proper classification upon flimsy
excuses and false claims are becoming more and more noticeThese few slackers ci
able.
cowards may in a few instances
be able to fool the examining
board and they may escape the
notice of the vigilance committee
but they will not escape the
notice of those who have boys in
the service, who will request that
such cases be investigated by the
War Department.
And when
the war is over and the boys come
home, the slacker will have about
as much to say as the Man With
out a Country.

The state council of defense
will get an earl start with the
work of encouraging the f armei s
of the state to make another record for crops this coming season
So far as is now known, however
the tremendous increase in beans
potatoes, corn and wheat was the
result of the good work of the
dry farmers of the

state.

5127.M)

New Mexico's quota of the
first draft originally was 316 men
Through credits due to some of
the counties, this number has
been reduced to about 280 men.
Several of the counties already
have exceeded their quotas and
therefore will not furnish any
more men under the first draft.
Captain R. C. Reid, federal disbursing officer for New Mexicj,
and in charge of the administration of the draft law in the
state, reports that the several
counties will send men approximately as follows Bernalillo, Ü; has sent nine
more than quota; Chaves, 0; Col
fax, 20; Curryl; Dona Ana, 12;
Grant, 30; Guadalupe, 1; Mora,
21;, Otero, 0;hassent one more
than quota; Quay, 7; Rio Arriba
60: Roosevelt, 0; has sent one
rr.ore than quota: Sandoval, 10;
San Juan, 6; San Miguel, 42;
Santa Fe, 0; Sierra, 6; Socorro,
28; Taos, 9; Torrance, 5; Union,
18; Valencia, 5.

Barlin wants you to talk peace.
Berlin wants to encourase war
weariness in France, Italy and
Great Britain and to quicken
pacifist hopes in America.
The one thiner Berlin fp.irs- is
America's determination to' go
through to victory.
If Berlin is ever to abandon
her impossible demand and aspirations, it must be through the
persuation of Pershing with
Shrapnel.
All talk of peace by any other
means than victory over the
armed forces of the foe delays
the coming of the only peace
that will be worth making,
So, for the sake of peace, a
speedy peace, a just peace, talk
war.
When a German chancellor
talks peace in the terms of Lloyd
George or President Wilson, it
will be soon enough for us to join
in the conversation.
...

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
f
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
Church
.11 am and 7:30pm

63.75
25.E0
12.75

2nd and 4th Sunday
FIRST AND

OR, YOU CAN MAKE THE LARGEST PAYMENT
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.

W. C. Heaton,

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

WE ADD 4 PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

1st Sunday

at

Mosquero,

A. M.

11

Bradley, 7.00 P.
!

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

Bradley,

3d Sunday,

2nd & 4th Sundays
R. L.

All Sizes and
Grades in the
Best Corset Val

Jiift

n

,

mm

Liberty,

A.M.
P.M.

11

A.M.

Solano, 3, P.
MATTHEW, Pastor,

M.

Second Sunday in each month.
Service? 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
CHR.ISTIA

ROY

Lace Front and
Other Late Styles.

Hi;

: Jf&rruzr's
,

at

7

M

BAPTIST

ue in the World
II

11

Mosquero,

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month "at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

ust-Pro- of

VIEW

.

First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS

.
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United States and the Allies.
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Dept.
haste and lead with his divine until that time!
Abraham Lincoln.' MUSIC CO., Denver Colo
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New Mexico's answer to the
Kaiser's
peace suggestions is to
Secretary Lane, announces the
speed
up,
on preparations for war
second designation
under the
by
increasing
production and
homestead act of
lands in New Mexico. The lands eliminating waste; by furnishing
affected by his action are situat- men to fight, to mine coal and to
ed in the
part of the build ships.
State.
SCRAP IRON
These lands were recently ex
All
kinds,
$10. per Ion,
amined in the field by representa
Also,
Rags,
Bones,
Brass
lives of the Geological Survey.

J.

at Mills
a m and 7:30 p.m

11

OR YOU CAN PAY IN E0 CENTS,
$1.C0 OR $5X0 OR
MORE EACH WEEK AND IN
$25.
0 WEEKS HAVE
' OR $230.00. COME IN AND LET US TELL YOU.

t(7

The recent strike of oil in a
well at Electra, Texas, will probably make a few millionairs in
that town. The flow was estimated to be at the rate of $2,500
a day.

PAYS
PAYS
PAYS
PAYS

Methodist Episcopal Church

. L

.

3rd Sunday

Just Arrived

O. W.

Knitting Bags, Corset
ers and "Teddy s" in Crepe-de- Chene. New Dress Silks,
Princess-Slipand Trimmings,
and Sbring Lingerie,

,

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E; Wildman, Sec'y.

Children's Nobby Street
Dresses, Silk Hose,

Rebekah

L

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and. Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

'The Store That Buys Your Produce"

3

22

Ton J. Tayloii. jr... AisitBclo

MORA ABSTRACT' COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

Indexto All Lands and Town Propertv in
Mora County.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
iw dispatched wit PromvaneM
Your Business RrspectfuUr S.Heiled.

RQY

OUT?

? SELLING
4.

'

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one' REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - His address is MILLS N. "
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office, ... Royt
New Mexico,
Spanish-America-

ni Aceuroy

NEW MEXICO

ColF. O. WHITE

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out an'él we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.)

entrusted ta

Degree

Visiting Sisters welcome

Roy Trading Co.

Mters

N. G.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
.
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy,

See our new Spring
Fabrics.

Al

wel-

'

work-:fficien-

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

come.

SPRING SKIRTS & SUmT

Complete

Hearn, Pastor.

1. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 43
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

s,

C. U. SritoNO, County TroHsui-e-

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Cov-

IE

at

--

TUP

more of Mills
citizens and homesteaders in that
vicinity are arranging to band
themselves together in a ."Mutual Protection League" for the
purpose the name indicates. We
know just how it is, it used to
be that way in Roy.
A score

or- -

;
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.
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fairly certain that two county
fights will be before the next
legislative assembly. Mora coun
ty has openly declared for
A good span of Muies or
and the friends of old Pyramid Horses for a Second-han- d
county, that part of Grant with
FORD CAR.
Lordsburji as the proposed county
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seat are again coming to life.
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west Quarter, the Northeast Quarter

of the Southwest Quarter, the North-

west Quarter of the Southeast Quarter and the Southwest Quarter of the
Northeast Quarter of Section Six,
Township Nineteen, North, Rango
Twenty-Six- ,
East of the New Mexico
Principal Meridian.
And said defendants, and each of
them, are further notified that unles3
they enter their appea.ance herein on
or before the 31st day of March, 1913,
judgment will be rendered against
them by default.
That the name and po3tofflee address of plaintiffs' attorney is W. R.
Holly, Springer, New Mexico.
WITNESS: my hand and the seal of
said court at Mora, Mora County, New
Mexico, this 19th day of January, 1918
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THE NEW FINANCIAL SECRETARY OF

DITCH COMPANY, MAKES

THE CONCERN

ON

A PLAN

stock-buyin-

TIM-ANYO-

TO THWART HIM.

Montague Smith, cashier of Lnwrencevllle Bnnk and
Trust company, society bachelor engaged to marry Verda Rlchlander,
heiress, knocks his employer, Watrous Dunham, senseless, leaves him
for dead and flees the state when Dunham accuses Smith of dishonesty and wants him to take the blame for embezzlement actually
by Dunham. Several weeks later, Smith appears as a tramp
at a town In the Rocky mountains and gets a laboring Job In an irrigation ditch construction camp. His Intelligence draws the attention
of Williams, the superintendent, who thinks he can use the tramp,
John Smith, In a more Important place. The ditch company Is In hard
Unes financially because eastern financial Interests are working to undermine the local crowd headed by Colonel Baldwin and take over
valuable property. Smith finally accepts appointment as financial secretary of Baldwin's company. He has already struck up a pleasant
acquaintance with Corona Baldwin, the colonel's winsome daughter.
8ynopals--

J.

com-mltt-

CHAPTER VIII. Continued.

r

Tou followed queried 8tantoa.
Tes, and when I got there tnt

plained. "In modern business it Is the
process of extinguishing a corporation: closing It up and burying It in
another and bigger one, usually. That
is what we must do with Tlmanyonl

colonel was shut up In Williams' of
fice with n fellow named Smith. When uitcn."
I got a place to listen In they were "I'm getting you, a little at a time,"
getting ready to quit, and the colonel saia uie colonel, taking his first lesson
was saying: That settles It, Smith; In high finance as a duck takes to the
you've got to come over Into' I didn't water. Then he added : "It won't take
catch the name of the place 'and help much of a lick to kill off the old comus.'"
pany, in the shape it's got Into now.
Again the gentleman with the sharp How will you work It?"
Jaw took time for narrow-eye- d
reflec
Smith had the plan at his fingers'
tion.
ends. With the daring of all the perils
TouH tarve to switch over from the had come a fresh access of fighting
colonel to this fellow Smith for the ntness that made him feel as
if he
present, Shaw," he decided, at length. could cope with anything.
Tou look him up and do It quick."
"We must close up the company's
The young man glanced up with
affairs and then reorganize promptly
faint warming of avarice In his sleepy and, with Just as little noise as may
eyes. "It'll most likely run into money be, form
another company which we
for expenses," he suggested.
will call Tlmanyonl High Line and
"For graft, you mean," snapped let it take over the old outfit, stock.
Stanton. Then he bad It out with this liabilities and assets entire. Ton say
second subordinate In crisp English. your present capital stock Is one hunonto you "with both feet, Shaw; dred thousand dollars. This new comevery crook and turn of you. llore pany that I am speaking of will be
than that, I know why you were fired capitalized at, say, an even half mil
out of Maxwell's office; you've got lion. To the present holders of Timan'
sticky fingers. That's all right with yonl Ditch we'll give the new stock
me up to a certain point, but beyond for the old, share for share, with a
that point you get off. Understand t" bonus of twenty-fiv- e
shares of the new
Shaw made no answer In direct stock for every twenty-fiv- e
shares of
terms, but if his employer had been the old surrendered and exchanged,
watching the heavy-lidde- d
eyes, he This will be practically giving the presmight have seen in them the shadow ent shareholders two for one. Will

To

of a thing much more dangerous than that satisfy them?"
plain dishonesty : a passing shadow of
This time Colonel Dexter Baldwin's
the fear that makes for treachery smile was grim.
when the sharp need for
"You're Just Juggling now, John,
arises.
and you know It Out here on the
Til try to find out about the hobo," woolly edge of things a dollar Is Just
he said, with fair enough
a plain Iron dollar, and you can't make
and after he had rolled a fresh ciga- It two merely by calling It so."
rette he went away to begin the min"Never you mind about that," cut in
ing operations which might promise the new financier. "At two to one for
to unearth Smith's record.
the amortization of the old company
It was ten o'clock when Shaw left we shall still have something like
e
the
office In the Hophra three hundred thousand dollars treasSouse block. Half an hour earlier ury stock upon which to realize for the
Smith had come to town with the new capital needed, and that will be
colonel In the roadster, and the two amply sufficient to complete the dam
had shut themselves up in the and the ditches and to provide a fightcolonel's private room in the Tlman-yo- ing fund. Now then, tell me this: how
Ditch company's town office in near can we come to placing that
the Barker building, which was two treasury stock right here In Tlman
squares down the street from the Ho- yonl Park? It's up to us to keep this
phra house.
Summoned
promptly, thing in the family, so to speak; and
Martin, the bookkeeper, had brought the moment we go into other markets
In his statements and balance sheets, we are getting over into the enemy's
country.
I'm not saying that the
money couldn't be raised in New
Tork; but if we should go there, the
trust would have an underhold on us,
right from the start"
"I see," said the colonel, who was
indeed seeing many things that his
simple-hearte- d
philosophy had never
dreamed of ; and then he answered the
direct question. "There is plenty of
money right here in the TImanyonls."
Smith nodded. He was getting his
second wind now, and the race promised to be a keen Joy.
"But they would have to be 'shown,
you think?" he suggested. "All right;
we'll proceed to show them. Now we
can come down to present necessities.
We've got to keep the work going
and speed it up to the limit : we ought
to double Williams' force at once put
on a night shift to work by electric
real-estat-

nl

light"

Try

g

ling."

"That Is natural, too," said Smith,
whose point of view was always
in any battle of business.
"The big company would be a better
customer for the bank than your little
one could ever hope to be. I guess

TO PUT

ITS FEET, BUT ENEMIES ARE

HARD AT WORK

believes tn the reso&c
f the
country and ail that But you can't
borrow money from him without secur
ity, If that's what you're aiming to do.'
"Can't we?" smiled the young man
who knew banks and bankers. "Let's
go and see. Tou may Introduce me to
KInzle as your acting financial secretary, If you like. Now one more ques
tion: What Is KInzIe's attitude toward
Tlmanyonl Ditch T"
"At first he was all kinds of friendly; he Is a stockholder in a small way.
But after a while he began to cool
down a little, and now well, I don't
know ; I hate to think it of Dave, but
I'm afraid he's leantng the other way,
He
toward these Eastern fellows.
tried to cover Stanton's tracks In the
from Gardner and Boi

The colonel blinked twice and swallowed hard.
"Say, John," he said, leaning across
"you've sure got your
the table-desnerve with you. Do you know our

to Find Out About the Hobo." present bank, balance is under five
thousand dollars, and a good part of
and the new officer, who was as yet
is owing to the cement people!"
without a title, bad struck out his that
"Never mind; don't get nervous,"
plan of campaign.
was the reassuring rejoinder. "We are
" 'Amortization, Is the word, cologoing to make It bigger In a few minnel," was Smith's prompt verdict after utes,
I hope. Who is your banker
he had gone over Martin's summaries. here?"
The best way to get at It now Is to "Dave EInzle of the Brewster City
wipe the slate clean and begin over National."
again."
"Tell me a little something nbout
The ranchman president was chuck- Mr. EInzle before we go down to see
ling soberly.
him ; Just brief him for me as a man,
."Once more voull have to show I mean."
me John," he said. "We folks out
The colonel was shaking his head
here In the hills are not up in the slowly.
Wall street crinkles."
"He's what yon might call a twenty-to- n
Tou don't know the word? It
optimist Dave Is; solid, a little
roans to scrap the old machinery to slow and sure, hut the biggest boomer
Hake roma for the new," Smith ex in the West If you can get him start- -

that's all for the present If you're
ready, we'll go down and face the

music."
"By Jandcrs 1" said the colonel with
an open smile ; "I believe you'd Just as
soon tackle a banker as to eat your
dinner; and I'd about as soon take a
horsewhipping.
Come on; I'll steer
you up against Dave, but I'm telling
you right now that the steering is
about all you can count on from me."

It was while they were crossing the
street together that Mr. Crawford
Stanton had his third morning caller,
man with
a thickset barrel-bodielittle piglike eyes, closely cropped hair,
a bristling mustache, and a wooden
leg of the homemade sort The men
of the camps called the cripple "Peg-leg- "
or "Blue Pete" Indifferently,
though not to his face. For though
the fat face was always relaxed In a
smile, the crippled s&loonkeeper was of those who kill with
the knife.
Stanton looked up from his desk
when the
of the cripple's
step came In 'from the street
"Hello, SImms," he said, In curt
greeting.
"Want to see me? Sit
d

ERICA N.

Klnzie met the Issue falriy. "I don'X
know you yet Mr. Siulth; but I do
know Colonel Baldwin, here, and I
guess I'll take a chance on things ai
they stand. I'll keep my stoclf."
The new secretary's smile was rather
"As you please, Mr. EInzle, of
course," be said smoothly.
"But I'm
going to tell you frankly that you'll
keep It at your own risk. I am not
sure what plan will be adopted, but 1
assume It will be amortization and a
retirement of the stock of the original
company. The voting control of the
old stock we already have, as you
know."

The banker pursed his

Stanton's laugh was Impatient
"Don't make any mistake of that
sort, Slmms," he snld. "We don't wanf
the dam destroyed; we'd work Just
as hard as they would to prevent that
All we want is to have other people
think It's likely to go out think It
hard enough to keep them from put
ting up any more money. Let that go,
Is there any more fresh talk among
the men?" Stanton pridad himself a
little upon the underground wire-puing which had resulted In putting
Slmms on the ground as the keeper of
canteen. It was
the construction-cam- p
a fairly original way of keeping a listening ear open for the camp gossip.
"Little," said the cripple briefly.
"This here blink-blanfella Smith's
been tellln' Williams that I ort to be
run off th' reservation; says th' booze
puts the brake on for speed."
"So it does," agreed Stanton musingly. "But I guess you can stay a
while longer. I have a notion that
Smith's been sent here by some outfit
that means to buck us. If he hasn't
any backing"
The interruption was the hurried In
coming of the young man with sleepy
eyes and the cigarette stains on his
fingers, and for once In a way he was
stirred out of his customary attitude
of cynical Indifference.
"Smith and Colonel Baldwin are
over yonder In KInzIe's private office,"
he reported hastily. "Before they shut
the door I heard Baldwin Introducing
Smith as the. new acting financial secretary of the Tlmanyonl Ditch company I"
ll

k

CHAPTER IX.
When Greek Meets Greek.
Smith allowed himself ten brief sec
onds for a swift
of the
stocklly built man
with a gray face and stubbly mustache
sitting In the chair of authority at the
Brewster City National before he chose
his Une of attack.
"We are not going to' cut very deeply
into your time this morning, Mr. EInzle," he began when the
had given him his cue. Tou know the
history of Tlmanyonl Ditch up to the
present and well, to cut out the details, there Is to be a complete reorganization of the company on a new
basis, and we are here to offer to take
your personal allotment of the stock
off your hands at par for cash. Colonel
Baldwin has stipulated that his friends
in the original deal must be protected,
and "
"Here, here hold on," Interrupted
the bank president; "you're hitting it
up a little bit too fast for me, Mr.
Smith. Who are you, and whereabouts
do you hold forth when you are at
square-shouldere-

home?"

Smith laughed easily. "If we were
trying to borrow money of you, we
might have to go into preliminaries
and particulars, Mr. KInzle. We are
not alone in the fight for the water
rights on the other side of the river,
as yon know, and until we are oafely
fortified we shall have to be prudentiy
cautious. What we want to know now
Is this: Will you let us protect you by
taking your Tlmanyonl Ditch stock at

parr

WASHED ASHORE
THAT TORPEDOED
TRAN8PORT

TUSCANIA

TO HIE

REAL FARMER

THE

A

BE-

LIEVED SUNK.

Western Canada Crop Estimated at $12,000, Makes
"

$1000.

Messrs. Harris, formerly of Audubon, Iowa, wrote the "Audubon Advocate," expressing their satisfaction of
things In Western Canada. They located at Makepeace, Alberta. They
say there are those who make good,
and those who fall. The former are
those that land ngents refer to when

DEATHT0TALCUTT0101

until th

Up

advertising their land. "But," contin-ue- s
the letter, "A great many of the
farmers In this vicinity pay for their
land with their first crop. A man
near here bought a section of land in
the year 1915 for $23 Der acre. H
broke 300 acres of the land during the
summer of 1915. In the fall of 1916
he threshed 16,000 bushels of wheat,
which paid for his land, all expenses
and hnd a balance of $4,000. In the
fall of 1917 he threshed nearly as
much off the other half of the section.
At the present time he would not take
$50 per acre for his land.
"We have had five crops In Alberta.
The two dry years (1914-191our
wheat made 20 and 30 bushels to the
acre respectively. In 1916 we raised
50 bushels of wheat to the acre on
summer fallow. The best results are
obtained by plowing or breaking In
the summer, working It down In the
fall so that It will retain the moisture.
Thus farming one-hayour ground
eacn year.
"Persons owning land here and still
living In the States should, If they
don't feel themselves able to come up
here and finance themselves until they
could get their first crop, get some of
their land broken and worked down
In the fall before they come. The
next spring they could come and put
In the crop, fence and put up their
buildings.
This way they have to
wait only one summer for their first

'fus-canl-

out"

e

Tus-canl-

"

.

lf

grave.
Londonderry, Ireland, Feb. 8. The
submarine which torpedoed the Tuscan la was attacked by a destroyer.
An American officer gave an intimation that the submarine was destroyed.
This officer was next to last to leave
the Tuscania. He gave a vivid account of the disaster. The second tor
pedo fired by the submarine missed
its mark, ho said. Thereupon a destroyer which was near the sinking
liner dashed off toward the subma
rine, using a
device.
The claim is made that the submarine
was "done In" by the bombs thus ex-

crop.

"It is not advisable for a person
here in the spring, break out
land and put it in crop the first year,
because the moisture is not In the
ground and a failure is almost certain unless It is an exceptionally wet
year.
ploded.
"One of the boys from that locality,
Mr. Peder M. Jensen came to Alberta
London, Feb. 8. Sergt E. C. Du- last spring. He bought a
Rum- buque and Sergeant Muller, both of ely
engine on the 8th day of.
Brooklyn, who were on the Tuscania, June, 1917. After
that date he broke
were rescued from a raft by a coasting 1,100 acres of prairie sod for which
schooner.
he received an average of $5.00 per
The sergeants say that the Tuscania acre.
took a tremendous list to starboard al"Mr. Hansen from your community,
most as soon as she was hit Almost was up here last fall with several
all the lifeboats on that side were prospective land buyers from that
either blown into the air or otherwise neighborhood.
At that time he tn-- I
rendered useless.
quired the value of the crop on the
The soldiers were immediately lined section we were farming. We told
up, nd while standing at attention as him that It would probably make In
one man, began to sing "My Country, the neighborhood of $12,000.
This
Tis of Thee, ' and "The Star Spangled same crop when sold brought nearly
Banner." The crew, which lined up on $19.000.
The most of it belne sold
the opposite side, sang "God Save the when prices were low for the year."
King."
Advertisement
e

bomb-droppin- g

VirWlJ m5S?

pace-settln-

out"

KLOil

A

stubbly gray mustache stood out
BRITstiffly. Then he cut straight to the TROOPS LEAP TO DECKS OF
ISH TRANSPORT SINGING
heart of the matter.
Tou mean that there will be a maNATIONAL ANTHEM.
jority pool of the old stock, and that
the pool will Ignore those stockholders
who don't come in?"
WeeterB jtewipaper Union New Service.
"Something like that" said Smith
An Irish Port Feb. 8. The
pleasantly. And then: "We're going
torpedoed and sunk off the
Mr.
EInzle;
to be generously liberal,
we are giving Colonel Baldwin's north coast of Ireland by a German
friends a fair chance to come in out submarine Feb. 5, carried a total of
of the wet Of course, If they refuse 2,397. The saved number 2,290, as folto come In if they prefer to stay lows: Troops, 2.10C ; crew, 190; total
lost, 101. Among the American sur
vivors are seventy-siofficers. There
EInzle was smiling sourly.
American troops in
"You'll have to take care of your are eighty-onof
own banker, won't you, Mr. Smith?" he hospital. The bodies of torty-fou- r
a
asked. "Why don't you loosen up and the missing 101 victims of the
tell a little more? What have you
disaster were washed up Thursfellows got up your sleeve, anyway?" day on the rocks fifteen miles from
At this, the new financial manager the scene of the torpedoing. All were
slacked off on the hawser of secrecy Americans and their bodies were mua little Just a little.
tilated beyond recognition.
"Mr. EInzle, we've got the biggest ' A pathetic feature is that, although
thing, and the surest that evei came all the victims wore tags, no identifito Tlmanyonl Park; not In futures, cation numbers had been put on them
mind you, but In facts already as good because these Americans had not yet
as accomplished. If It were necessary
been assigned to definite army units.
as It Isn't I could go to New York to- - Therefore there is no way to Identify
them, and they will be buried In one

down."
. Slmms threw the brim of his soft
hat up with a backhanded stroke and
shook his head. "It ain't worth while;
and I gotta get back to camp. I blew

nr

DEAD DODIES

patronizing than grateful.

good-nature- d

in to tell y'u there's a fella out there
that needs th' sandbag."
"Who Is
"Fella name' Smith. He's showln'
'em how to cut too many corners
',
he calls It First thing
they know, they'll get the concrete up
to where the high water won't bu'st It

44

feriVel

$11

testis

We

Are

Not

Going to Cut Very
Deeply."

day and put a million dollars behind
our reorganization plan in twenty-fou- i
hours. You'd say so yourself if I wen
at liberty to explain. But again we'rt
dodging and wasting your time anc"
ours. Think the matter over about
your stock and let me know befon
noon. It's rather cruel to hurry yoi
so, but time Is precious with us and '
Tou sit right down there, younf
man, and put a little of this precloui
time of yours against mine," said Kin
zie, pointing authoritatively at th
chair which Smith had Just vacated
"You mustn't go off at half-cocthat
way. You'll need a bank here to dc
business with, won't you?"
Smith did not sit down. Instead, h
smiled genially and fired his final shot
"No, Mr. EInzle; we shan't need i
local bank not as a matter of abso
lute necessity. In fact on some ac
counts I don't know but that it wouM
be better for us not to have one."
"Sit down," Insisted the bank presl
dent; and this time he would take n
denial. Then he turned abruptly upoi
Baldwin, who bad been playing hli
part of the silent listener letter-pe- r

feet
"Baldwin, we are old friends, and T(
trust you to the limit on any proposl
tlon that doesn't ask for more thai

the

honest

How much Is this young friend of oun

talking through bis hat?"
"Not any, whatever, Dave. He's got
the goods." Baldwin was wise enougl
to limit himself carefully as to quan
tity In his reply.
Again the banker made a cómica!
bristle brush of his cropped mustache
"I want your business, Dexter; I'v
got to have it But I'm going to b
plain with you. You two are asking
me to believe that you've gone outside
and dug up a new bunch of backers
That may be all right but Tlmanyonl
Ditch has struck a pretty big bone that
maybe your new backers know about
and maybe they don't 'You've had s
lot of bad luck, so far; getting youi
land titles cleared, and all that; anc
you're going to have more. I've "
It was Smith's turn again and he cut
In smartly.
The next Installment describes
a sharp clash between Stanton
and Smith. The fight ceases to
be merely a battle of wits and
becomes deadly and desperate
and bloody.
(TO BH CONTINUED.)

Roots Must Have Room.

The yield of cotton is dependent
upon the number of flowers we are
able to Induce the plant to form, and
root space Is necessary to flowering.
The cotton plant's normal rooting may
occupy two square yards of earth,
which Is several tL'es unre than given
It in practice, and the yield may often
be reduced by this fact as the roots
aanst irterlan,

30-6- 0

Oil-Pu- ll

I

An Irish Port Feb. 8. Most of the
Americans were lost through the
sudden heavy list after being
torpedoed, which caused faulty launching of the lifeboats.
The German torpedo struck the Tuscania a vital blow amidships, causing
her to list almost to starboard.
Instead of plowing forward In this
fashion, as most vessels do under Che
circumstances, the Tuscania stopped
dead. A shiver ran through her, and
she heeled over at a dangerous level.
The list to starboard so elevated the
lifeboats on the port aide as to render
them practically useless, and only a
few of the boats on that side were
launched. The first of these struck
the water unevenly, capsizing and
throwing the occupants into the sea.
Many donned lifebelts and jumped
overboard. Hundreds of others were
preparing to follow this example wfaen
a British destroyer boldly drew up
right alongside the Tuscania. When
the men saw this many of them leaped
from the boat and salon decks to that
of the waiting destroyer.
The destroyer took off several hundred men, all she could carry, and
moved away. She bad come up along
the starboard side of the Tuscania.
As she steamed away with her deck
loaded down with Americans, another
British destroyer emerged out of the
darkness on the Tuscania port, now
high out of the water.
All the time this rescue rork was
progressing cool heads were getting
the tew other lifeboats afloat. Despite
the many difficulties the crew .behaved
well and the coolness of the American
soldiers was the subject of commendation in affidavits by the boats officers.
Forty of the survivors were taken to
hospitals. In the majority of cases,
they are suffering from injuries as a
result of accidents in the lowering of
lifeboats or in consequence of sliding
down ropes.
Proof of the order which prevailed
on the Tuscania is given by the landing of two typhoid and two pneumonia
casus without bad effect. .

Tus-canla- 's

He Took His Tin Hat Off.
A man staggered down the trench
with blood running over his face and
over his uniform. There was so little room at this point thaUwe had
to flatten against the wall to "permit
him to pass. Close behind was an-

other soldier with a small red cross
on his sleeve, not a Bed Cross nurse
as they never are at the front He
started to tell us that the wounded
man had just taken his helmet off
but the wounded man preferred to
tell the story himself. "I just took
off me tin hat to scratch me blooming
top piece when whang Shrapnel. And
now it's me back to bllghty under me
own power." He wobbled on. London
1

Chronicle.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
such disorders. It Is a most valuable
remedy for indigestion or nervous dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming up of food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will Immediately relieve you. It is a
gentle laxative.
Ask your druggist
Sold in all civilized countries. Adv.
Interchange.
"This prohibition proposition," commented Broncho Bob, "won't be work-i-n
e
right for Crimson Gulch until
gets Just as dry as we are."
"Why should you care about a neighboring settlement?"
"Well, It's a little too close. Some o'
the boys are drlftin' Into the way of
spending their money for liquor in Jug-vlland usln' old Crimson Gulch as a
sort of dormitory to sleep It off."
Jug-vlll-

le

, Fiery Red Pimples.
hot bath with Cutlcura Soap followed
by an application of Cutlcura OInt
ment to distressing eczemas, etc.,
proves their wonderful properties. For
free samples address "Cutlcura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by maiL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
A

New York, Feb. 8. The Cunard
When some people are praying for
liner Aurania, 13,400 tons, was tor- sunshine and others for rain nothing
pedoed by a German submarine while much happens.
bound for the United States, it was
Cura Cold In One Day
learned from officials of the Cunard Pake LAXTo
ATI VH BROMO Quinina Tableta. It topa
line. Although badly damaged by the the Cough and Hpadaihe and worka oB the ttolA
SUo.
explosion the ship was not sunk and U. W. UUOVS'S algoawra on eaon box.
is believed to be making her way back
Some people use religion as a cloak
to port.
and some use It as an umbrella.
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Every Side Woman Should Try

LYDIA E. PIMHAM'S

Washington.
Announcement by
Vice Chairman Saunders of the Naval
Consulting Board that means had been
foAd to make troop ships practically
unslnkable, lends new meaning to the
air of confidence with which both
American and British naval authorities are facing their task of clearing
the seas of
Mr. Saunders said that one of tho
ships recently commandeered by the
government "now lies at an Atlantic
port and in such shape that she cannot
be gunk by an exploding torpedo."
Recent statements by Admiral Jelll-coformerly first sea lord of the British admiralty; by Secretary Daniels
and other officials have indicated that
a campaign has been mapped out and
the instrumentalities developed which
are expected to curb If not to elimi-

Thirty Years

JaíCBKIMJRCOHPfl

Portland, Ind. "I had a displacement and suffered
bo badly from it at times I could not be on my feet
at all. I was all run down and 60 weak I could nob
do my housework, was nervous and could not lia
-aown at nignc
1 wok treatments irom a pnysician
.
1
'J
i l
r a
i i. xi
j
nos
ineyuiu.
ueip me. juy Aunti recumuie juuu.
via
JLyaia lii. ttnknam's v egetabie c&mpouna. i trica
it ana now i am strong ana weu agnm ana uo
my own work and I give Lydia E. I'inkham's

Official announce

that the Spanish
steamship Sebastian, of 4,500 tons, has
been torpedoed while on a voyage to
New York. The crew was saved. The
Sebastian recently sailed from Horre-vlej- a
and Alicante, Spanish ports In
the Mediterranean.
The Italian steamship Duca Di Gen
va, of 7,893 tons gross, has been tor
pedoed. It Is reported the vessel was
sunk only a mile off Murvledro beach.

In
and Feverlshness
Tncenir Sleep

SET8

NEW RECORD, FIRING THIRTY
SHOTS A MINUTE.

U

V 13 IS

IN FRANCE

sir.

YOU COOE1 YOUÜ
FOOD WHY NOT
YOUR TOBACCO?

VEGETABLE COMPOUND
LYDIA E.PINKHAM

Irishman Within an Inch of Death An:
swered Superior's Fool Question
With Ready Humor.

potato and toasting to bread.
In each case flavor is brought
out by cooking by "toasting."
So you can imagine how
toasting improves the flavor
of the Burley tobacco used in
the Lucky Strike Cigarette.

day-drea-

Washington. Warm praise of the
state of efficiency reached by American gunners in their training with the
millamet-e-r
famous French seventy-fiv- e
guns was received from a French
artillery officer who has just arrived
in Washington to join an official
He said many of the American batteries have exceeded the best
records made by French gunners, who
have beei using the "75s" since that
weapon was adopted. The officer described the work of one squad, which
several times fired thirty rounds per
minute, as being the subject of admir
ing comment In the French armies.
With the American Army in France.
The Germans are using dogs in their
front lines to warn them of the ap
proach of patrols opposite the Amerl
can oector. A German dog "listener"
prevented one of our patrols from ex
ecuting a daring stroke. .Two corporals who were concerned in it have
been mentioned In official reports for
s
their spirit and coolness.
mission.

IT'S TOASTED

Cranmar and Glassley Survivor.
Denver. The partial list of
of the Tuscanla disaster, transmit
ted from Washington, include the
names of Jesse B. Cranmar of Buckhorn, N. M., and Isaac F.. Glassley of
Gillette, Wyo.
AMERICAN

f&MM
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Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
rates to Supfc Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
W. V. BtNNETT
Boom 4, Bee Bidg Omaha. Nab.
Caaadlu QoT.rnm.iit Af.nt
I
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A Remedy That
. Makes Life
Worth Living
uiulne bear

signature

A'gSffii'SlSÍ- - pARTER'S IRON PILLS
people
will greatly help most
many colorless faces

but

pale-face-

as

d

Good Reason.

Literal.
Agnes, aged three, had got some butter on her hand, and to get it off she

"I've cut out smoking lately."
"Ilow'd that happen?"
"Going with a different crowd now."

put her hand around ber mother's
waist and wiped her hand on her
Two editors fought a duel In Spain.
mother's apron. Iler mother said : "Is
"No," Agnes re- Both were roundly applauded by the
this an embrace?"
public.
plied. "It's butter."

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN MAN POWER NECESSARY
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOB LIBERTY

The Food Controller! of the United States and Canada are asking for
"Cold lathe Head" bushels of wheat are availacutt attack of Nasal Catarrh. Pn greater food production.
ions who are auMect to frequent "colds able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest Upon the
In the head" will And that the uee of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them less liable to colds. Every Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute!
Every Available
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
'
Hand
Catarrh.
Must
Chronic
Farm
Assist
Farmer and
lead to
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak.
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
en Internally and acts through the Blood
en the Mucoua Surface of the System.
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seedAll Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
$!00.00 for any case of catarrh that ing operation.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not
cure.
Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Busi!sj the
,. r. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
Good Substitute.
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
Judge Ben B. Lindsay said in an adthe
men.
The Government of the United States wants every man who can
Chilodge
in
dress before a wayfarer's
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
cago :
"The man who gets on, the man who States developed first of courses but it also wants to help Canada. Whenclimbs up, Is to be a neat man.
ever we find a son we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
"There Is no armor against fate, but we want to direct him there.
a clean shirt is a good substitute."
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can
the combined interest.
best
serve
who
hate the
There are prophets
Canada's help will be required not later than April Sth. Wages
Western
sunlight because It blisters the gloomy
to competent help, 50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
surface of their prophecy.
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages,
Be happy. Use Red Crow Bag Blue; good board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate oí one cent
much better than liquid blue. Delights
a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
Half a loaf is better than a whole
apply
to: U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
loafer.
Is an

ScarceIy-100,000,0-

'.

Does the Itching Disturb Your Sleep?

Paris. In a raid on a German posl
tlnn near Dioncourt. in Lorraine, a

PAZO PILE OINTMENT

Monte Asolone region.

-

You Cannot be
Constipated
and Happy

Sts., St. Louis, Mo. (Manufacturers of LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
and GROVE'S TASTELESS chill TONIC.)

y

Free Homestead Lends of 160 Acres Each

Carter's Little Liver Pills

The armies of the German crown
prince before Verdun since Feb. 2
have suffered costly defeats In seven
vain raids on French positions on both
sides of the Meuse. Although large
at
bodies of troops were employed
times, not a single permanent advantage ha3 been gained.

French detachment took thirty prls
oners and one machine gun, the war
office announced.
Germans took prisoners west of Op-pand north of Passchendaele and
claim success in surprise attack on
eastern slone of Lorraine heights.
Italians repulsed surprise attack in

Where in Western Canada you can buy at from
$15 to $30 per acre rood farm land that will raise
20 to 45 bushels to the acre of 92 wheat its
easy to figure the profits. Many Western Canadian
farmer (scores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit on labor and investment
is worth investigation.
Canada extends to yon a hearty invitation to settle on her

or secure some of the- low priced lands In Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta. Think what yon can snake with wheat at z a Mattel and land so
easy to get. Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and
flax, mixed larmuig ana catue raising.
The climate is healthful and agreeable: railway fa- -

IS AMBUSHED.

Crown Prince Thrown Back Before
Large Forces Engaged.
Verdun
With the American Army in France,
Feb. 11. One American artilleryman
was killed and five artillerymen were
wounded Saturday night by shell fire,
The Americans sprinkled the enemy
trenches with shrapnel all day

Guaranteed by

of the
Private Mulligan
the Irish, was leaning against the
sandbag parnpet, dividing his period
of guard between nervous glances
through the battered periscope and
of .the little colleen back
In the Emerald Isle, a noisy shell of
the CO pattern insinuated its brazen
nasal organ into the earth about two
feet in front 6f Pat's parapet, thereby
making a far different channel of
thought for the Irishman.
After the smoke had cleared a little
and the confusion subsided a subaltern
in action for the first time protruded
his startled vision from a near-b- y dugout, and gazed in horror on the only
visible portion of Patrick, that being his head, and in a voice of plaintive inquiry asked:
was
that a
"Br er Mulligan,
shell I"
For a moment Pat looked Innumerable things at his superior, and then
remembering who he was, answered,
keeping the sarcasm as much to himself as possible :
"No, sorr. Shure, It was only an ex'
plosive bullet, sorr I"
As

Berlln.--Pea- ce
between the central
powers and the Ukraine was signed
Saturday morning, according to an official statement.
Berlin. Some American prisoners
have been captured north of Xlvray,
ten miles east of St. Mlhlel, says the
official statement issued by the German general staff.

broiling
to a

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

WITTY AMID FALLING SHELLS

nate the submarine entirely within the
next few months.

what
YOU know
to steak, baking

AliVia'Mí
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"I am tHe mother of four children, and for
nearly three years 1 sutterea iroin a lemale trouble wita pains
in my back and Blue, and a general weakness. I had professional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get welL As a last resort I decided to try Lydia K
Finkham's Vegetablo Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement. I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my house
Mrs. B. B. Zn&ntSKA, 202 Weiss Street,
work."
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

BOARD

Genuino Castoria
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Men Named to Probe Beet Cost
Washington.
Food Administrator
Hoover announced a commission to de
termine the cost of producing sugar
beets in Colorado and a fair profit on
such nroductlon. The members ap
pointed are Judge John C. Ball of
Montrose, Alfred A. Edwards and Al
bín Keeser of Fort Collins,. Price Dun
law of Trinidad, and B. D. Parker of
JuleBburg.
The commission will ar
ranee for cubilo bearings and to take
the svorn testimony of sugar beet
trowers as to cost of growing beets

A word of advice from Paris Medicine Co., Beaumont and Pine
We wish to state to our millions of friends that in

which is manufactured by us, we have a remedy which instantly relieves the intense itching of piles, and you can get restful
sleep after the first application. We have letters from a large nun
ber of our customers saying they were permanently cured of this
very annoying trouble. Every druggist has authority from us to
refund the money to every customer who is not perfectly satisfied
after using it. Most all druggists handle it, but if your druggist
should not have it in stock, send us 50 cents in postage stamps with
your Name and Address and it will be mailed to you promptly.
After you try one box of PAZO PILE OINTMENT we know you
will ask your druggist to keep it in stock, and will recommend it to
your friends.
Send for a box of PAZO OINTMENT today and get immediate relief.
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witupned :Mrs.L, G. Mincer (see Miss Mabel
Milton Floersheim
:RuBBcy) j.f Tueumearj, visited .feist
He week wit)) he Leach lUonesnd
this week from Derive.
families and other friends
went our weeks ago . to attend
é looking bo well that dome pf
the Stock Show and remained to Bhe
recognized hor at
her friends
care ffcr his brother, Ben Floer first, but .an" are glad to guest Iher
sheim, who had to have an oper
i
ation ata hospital there resulting Mrs. Parker, the Red Cross Instruc
from tííenjury he received iast t Wf ,W?t:ff j Roy to Clayton Wlwíre
"Diet-teri- ch
Ibja-e- .

year.
"Mickey" is glad to get back
and realises more than ever before the afiantage of living out
s
and.
where w produce
reopie in
nave plenty 40 eat,
Penver are Seeling the pinch of
short rations and what was a
good salary a 'er ago will hardly provide' the necessaries of

: SECTION II.
At aid election there
shall ,ba submitted to those qualified
electors of the Villa
of Roy, who
are tax payers under tfca law and who
have paid a property
x upon property located within theorporate limits. of said village during he year preceding the said election, the question
of .wmtnrting, jnstalljpj ;nd (erecting a water works system for the said
Village of Roy, including.ftll'the nec- --

she is teaching her specialties. She fftypnlÍHUfe8 and,nachiery there- will find many friends glad to wel- lor, lor the purpose of supplying the
come jber shoufci she ever teluro lo said village and its inhabitants with
Roy.
water for fire, domestic and j'ommer- ciaU purposes
nd to provide jfor the
Egg
a nickel vpiece was a nov payment therefor by the authorization
elty on ,Ü?e market .here last week. of an indebtedness in the amount of
The pnqe propped to AO cents a dozen Forty-- J ive "Thousand and
Dolhowever. The joke;i on Mrs. 0. in lars w so rnuch thereof as may be
household. She packed a lot neeessary, by the issuance and sate of
the
last fall for bonds f said village lo be issued pur
of eggs in vater-glas- s
winter use hut the contrary hens per suant te law and to mature in thirty
siet in laying ill the tim- and she is years and become optional twenty
compelled to bJ1 the fresh .eggs in or- - j years after date of issuance thereof.
der to jpet to v&e the "Canned" ones and to bear a rate of interest not ex
The parked eggs re a success and we ceeding six pereentum per annum, pay

fPWIM.MrClu
SECTION X. Any vacancy occur
ing on the election board or board of
registration may be filled by appoint
mant by the mayor of the Village of
Ror, or at provided by the general
election laws of the 'State ef New
Mexico.
SECTION XI. The board of regis- tratin shall meet on Monday, the American Price .Rigidly Regulated
' by United
4th (.y of March, 1918, and organize
States Food
themselves ror the purpose or reg
Administration.
istering the qualified electora as here
in mentioned within the Village of
Roy, according to the provisions of
Sections ,592 to S596 of the Code of CONSUMERS
HERE. PAY 9c.
1915 of the State of New Mexico.

AMERICA!!' SUGAR

SENT TOFBANCE

ffloover said, "an examination Was
made of the costa and profit of refining and it wua finally determined that
the spread between the cost of row
and the sale of refined cane sugar
should be limited to 1.30 per hundred
r
pounds. The
differential had
averaged about 85 ceuts and increased
coots were found to have been Impos-- d
tiy the war in Increased cost of refilling, losses, cost of bags, labor, Insurance, Interest and other things, rather
more man cover the difference. After
pre-wa-

prolonged negotiations the refiners
were placed under agreement estab- ustiing tliese limits on October 1, and
anything over this amount tp be agreed
SECTION XII. Said election shall
iood-stuffextortionate uuder the law.
be conducted. in all respects and as near 8ugar Cost 35 Cents a Pound During
"In the course of these Investiga
as may be possible in full compliance
Civil War Refiners' Profits
tions It Mas found by canvass of thel
with the provisions prescribed by the
Now Curtailed.
Oubnn producers that their sugar hadi
laws of the State of New Mexico for
during the first nine months of th.J
the conducting of general municipal,
past year, sold for an average of aboull
county and stat elections; the returns
Sugar is selling today throughout
4.24 per hundred f. o. b. Cuba,
,
to 0 cents a which duty and freight added to tJ
of Baid election shall be made and America at from 8
life.
certified to the eJerk of said village pound to the consumer, even though refiners' cost amount to about 5.C0
'
The average sale price
in the same manner as the returns had there is a world shortuge which has per hundred.
Ben is still oo iWitchis lut get
by various refineries, acgranulated
of
find then really U'tter than the fresh able
municipal
officials,
election
from
the
of
this1 nntlon's sugar allotment
reduced
to
and
authorize
ting along fine.
cording to our Investigation, was about
eggs, for table use nd as meat savers. the board of trustees of the Village of and shall be opened
him on the third to 70 per cent, of normal.
7.50 per hundred, or a differential of
Koy to levy neeessary tax fer the pay day after said election, at which time
Through the efforts of the United
1.84.
C. E. Dealon. íbe ''Land ;Mnn" of ment of both principal and interest of he shall call to his assistance the maStates food administration the sugar
Mills, has a line of business on now said bonds as they respectively mr yor ef the Village of Roy, and shall
"In reducing the differential to 1.80
been regulated as far as
in bis presence ascertain the result of market has
there was a sovlng to the public of 54
that keeps him and a stenographer ture, and that:
busy and he had to come and get us to
the election and certify to the same the producer, refiner and wholesaler cents per hundred. Had such a difFebruary jj, 1918 print circular letters for him in order SECTION HI. At aaid election the and make an entry of the result upon is concerned, The food administration ferential been In use from the 1st of
to answer all hie prospects fully. voters qualified to vote upon the fore the records of the Village ef Roy. The has no power to regulute retail prices January, 1917, the public would have
Supt. J. E. Russell,
when iti going proposition shall be the per- village clerk is hereby directed to except by public oplulou. Even though
Charley is a real
saved In the first nine months of the
Roy, New Mexico,
comes to selling land and many peo sons who possess the qualifications cause to be published a notice of eaid more than 85,000 tons of sugar have year about 24,800,00O.H
Dear Mr. Russell?
ple on this mesa ought to be grateful prescribed by the constitution and law bond election at least once a week for been shipped to France In the last
Next Year.
of the State of New Mexico to be four successive weeks immediately four months' the retail' grocer's sugar
In answer íq our to him for starting them in ngju.
With a view to more efficient organqualified electors within the corporate prior to said election in the Spanish price Is around 8 to 8' cents. He
In Imported sugar
letter of January 27, the followMr. and Mrs. W. C. Bradley, of Mos- limito of the Village of Roy for village, American,
weekly newspaper of gen should sell this sugar at 84 to 9 ization of the trade
ing are the dates fixed for the quero, were in Roy Tuesday morning. and general county and state elections eral circulation published within the cents, the food administration believes, next year two committees have been
asks the American housewife te formed by the food administration :
.eighth grade examinations for They received a letter from their son, and wh have paid a property tax up- Village of Roy, and shall also cause and
1. A committee comprising reprepay
no
more than this amount
"Somewhere" in on property situate within the corpor- to be posted not less than twenty days
fay, recently
this spring; March 14-1sentatives of all of the elements ot
April France" where from
he is with the 35th ate limits of the Village of Roy dur- nor more than twenty five days be
Last August when the food admin
11-1May
The questions Engineering Corps. He says they had ing the year immediately preceding fore said election, is at least eight istration was organized the price of American cane refining groups. The
principal duty of this committee is to
in reading will be based upon the a race and fight with submarines on the date of aaid election, and in de- public placea within said village a auger rose suddenly to 11 cents a divide the sugar imports pro rata to
safely and termining whe are such tax payers the similar notice of said bond election, pound. During the Civil War sugar
arrived
but
across
the
wy
following selections taken from is
setting forth the question to be voted cost the consumer 85 cents a pound. their various capacities and see that
at work but can't tell much of what
justice Is done to every re
qualifications
requisite
pretherefor
as
Searson & Martin's
Eighth they are évng.
on ana me nme ana piace oi noiuing By regulation of Uie sups? market and absolute
scribed by the lawn of the State of the same, and it is hereby made the reducing the price to 8 and 9 cents finer.
Readers: The Chambered Nau2. A committee comprising three
B. Laughter, of Solano is launch- New Mexico shall bn conclusive, and duty of the clerk of said village, to and keeping It from advancing to 20
tilus, page 64; Evangeline, page ingJ. out
of the English, French,
issue and cause said notices to be pub
cents the food administration has savin the Real Estate business. that:
and Italian governments; two repre
law,
265; 0 Captainl My Captain! page This office has prepared his stationery
by
required
ed
lished
pasted
as
at
and
American
public
the
least
SECTION IV. The queation so subIn four months, according to aentatlves of the American refiners,1
J78: Life and Character'of Wash and contracts for him and heartily mitted shall be voted on at the recu- Said notice shall be in substantially
a statement made by Herbert Hoover with a member of the food administrarecommends him to its friends who are lar election of the Village of Roy to the following zona.
ington, page 131;
tion, Only two of the committee bav
Annabel too impatient to hold oto their lands
the other day.
be held on Tuesday, the 2nd day of
FUBLIC NOTICE
Lee, page 15r The Return of
s,
"It Is our stern duty to feed the al arrived from Europe, but they repte- -'
here. He will sure sell it if you give April, 1918, and the polls therefor
sent the allied governments.
The du- page 58; The Star Spangl- him a chance.
shall be located at F. H. Foster's office YILLAG1 OF ROY, NEW MEXICO. lies, to maintain their health and ties of this committee are to determine
strength
any
to
ourselves,"
cost
at
in
village
said
and the voters thereat
ed Banner, page 19. The next
the roost economical sources from a
shall vote by ballot in tbe form here- WATER WORKS BOND ELECTION Mr. Hoover declared,- "There has not transport point of view of all the nlV
enougli
News Bulletin will contain comwe
been,
see
will
be
nor
as
It,
inafter described and aaid election
Tnaeday April Z, 1911
sugar for even their present meagre lies to arrange transport at 'uniform
plete instructions for the eighth SEED CORN- :- 15 bushels, shall be held and conducted in as near
depressing ration, unless they send rates, to distribute the foreign sugar
and
YelWhite
Dent, and some
the same manner as that prescribed
grade promotion examinations.
NOTICE ia hereby given that pur strips to remote markets for It If we between the United States and allies,'
low Dent, well matured and for general Municipal, county and suant to ordinance No. 18, duly pass In our greed and gluttony force them subject to the approval of the AmeriVery truly yours,
state elections, as may be possible and ed, approved and published by the
can, English, French and Italian gov
aid vote shall be taken upon separate board of trustees ef the Village of either to further reduce their ration ernments.
'
Jonathan H. Wagner guaranteed, 6 cts. per. lb.
we
to
will
these
ships
or
have
send
Ed. Reed, Solano, N. M. ballots which ehall be deposited in a Roy, pursuant ta law, on the 2th day done damage to our abilities to win
committee, while holding stronf
State Sup't.
This
separate ballot box provided for the of January, 1911, public notice ia here
views as to the price to be paid for
this war.
particular parpóse ef receiving
by gives that a bond election is here
Cuban sugar, has not had the final
vetea east pea said .estrien, Md, by called ia the Village of Roy; to be
"If we 'send the ships te Java
Weather Reports
voice. This voice hns rested In the
sugar
year
next
that:
250,000
tons
for
ef
neM as the tiate ef helálag the regu
governments concerned, together with
we will have necessitated the emQBDINAKCE NO. II, 1911
We are now getting daily
the Cuban government,. and I wish to'
SECTION V. Separate printed bal- lar election within said village for the
ployment ef eleven extra ships for
election of village officials; at which
state emphatically that all of the gen-- J
weather reports by phone from AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR lots shall be provided by the village election
year.
In
If
one
ships
used
These
there will be submitted to the
tlemen concerned as good commercial
election
to
supplied
and
the
clek
QUALTHE
TO
SUBMISSION
THE
troops
transporting
would take
Central as issued for this terriqualified electors of said village who
men have endeavored with the utmost
the,
qualijudges,
be
to
to
furnished
VILELECTORS OF THE
150,000 te 200,000 men to France.;
property tax therein for
tory by the National Weather IFIED
háye paid
patience and skill to secure a lower
LAGE OF ROY, NEW MEXICO, AT fied voters, which eaid ballots shall "be
year
preceding
the
of
date
said
the
Reason for World Shortage.price, and their persistence has re--,
following
Bureau.
THE REGULAR ELECTION TO BE printed in substantially the
election the following question:
As Mr. Hoover pofnted out, the duced Cuban demands by 15 cents per
to
form,
wit
HELD
ON
2nd
DAY
TUESDAY, THE
The report is sent from Spring
United States, Canada and England hundred. The price agreed upon is
OF APRIL, 1918, THE QUESTION No
QUESTION:
"Official Ballot
er and reported by Central to the OF
'were sugar importing countries before about 4.60 per hundred pounds, f. o. b.
Ne
AUTHORIZING THE BOARD OF
S-Village of Roy, New Mexico
Shall the board of trustees of the the war, while France and Italy were Cuba, or equal to about 9 duty paid
TRUSTEES OF SAID VILLAGE TO
Village
of Roy, Mora County, New very nearly self supporting. The main New York.
We are keeping a bulletin on INCUR AN INDEBTEDNESS IN BE- ELECTION UPON THE QUESTION
Mexico, incur a bonded indebtedness sources of the world's sugar supply
"This price should eventuate,"
HALF OF THE SAID VILLAGE IN OF CONSTRUCTION OF WATER
the office door md post the Post THE
not exceeding Forty-Five
Thousand was Germany and neighboring powers,
.
Mr. Hoover said, "to about 7.30
AMOUNT OF $45000.00, OR SO WORKS SYSTEM AND THE AU
Uie
Indies.
the
West
East
Indies and
Office when there is anything in- MUCH THEREOF AS SHALL BE THORIZATION OF $45,000.00 IN
Dollars, the bonds to mature thirty
per
refined suuar f rem
hundred
for
German sugar Is no longer available,
years after issuance but optional
the refiners at seaboard points er
NECESSARY, BY THE ISSUANCE DEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE
teresting.
for redemption twenty years there as It Is used entirely In Uermany, . should place sugar in the hands of
OF BONDS THEREFOR, TO MA- OF BONDS THEREFOR.
sugar
which
of
absorbs
surround
also
These bulletins will be posted TURE THIRTY YEARS AFTER ISafter, bearing interest not exceeding
to V
the consumer at from
ing countries.
TUESDAY, THE 2nd DAY OF '
six per centum per annum, for the
at the Post office and maybe a SUANCE, BUT TO BE OPTIONAL
cents per pound, depending upon
England can no longer buy 1,400,000
t
APRIL, 1918
purpose of constructing a water
locality and conditions of trade, or '
TWENTY
set flag signals displayed if the FOR REDEMPTION
long toDs of sugar each year from
system
village,
for
works
said
the
from 1 to 2 cents below the '
at
TO
YEARS AFTER ISSUANCE AND
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION
Dept. will furnish them.
same to be owned and operated by Germany. The French sugaf producprices
of August last and from one-BEAR A RATE OF INTEREST NOT
tion has dropped from 750,000 to 210,- said village.
to a cent per pound cheaper
half
If you are in favor of authorizing
EXCEEDING SIX PER CENTUM,
000 tons. The Italian production has
than today.
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE CON- the issuance of bonds according to the
The following persene have been fallen from 210,000 tons to 75,000 tons,
AND following question place an X in the duly appointed by
INSTALLATION
STRUCTION,
"There Is now an elimination of
The east end of Mora county is to
the board of trust- Thus three countries were thrown
square opposite the answer "For Wa- ees
registration board for said upon East and West Indian sources speculation, extortionate profits, aiid
have a local branch of the State Coun- ERECTION OF A SYSTEM OF
4s
WORKS FOR SAID VILLAGE, ter Works Bond Issue" and if you are electee:
for 1,025,000 tons annually to maintain In the refining alone the American
cil of Defense this year which will be
AND
TO AUTHORIZE THE ISSU- against the same, place an X in the
people will save over 25,000,000 Of
their normal consumption.'
able to meet and handle the problems
opposite "Against Water Works
J. Floersheim, W. H. Wilcox
put up to it by conditions here with- ANCE OF SAID BONDS AND THE square
Because of Uie world's shipping the refining charges last yeur. A part
TAX Bond Issue."
and Alfredo A. Lucero.
out the nightmare of a trip to the LEVY OF THE NECESSARY
shortage the allied nations started of these savings goes to the Cuban.,
PRINCI-PAOF
PAYMENT
THE
FOR
west end every month, which is physon the West Indies for sugar; Hawaiian, Porto Itlcan and Louslonian
drawing
of
the
board
QUESTION:
Shall
will
they
W.
H.
meet
Wilcox
and
at
AND INTEREST THEREFOR."
ical impossibility for men who are
trustees of the Village of Roy, Mora office on Monday, the 4th day of March East Indian sugar took three times producer and part to the consumer.
"Appeals to prejudice against
"doing things" as are the members of
WHEREAS, in the opinion of the County, New Mexico, incur a bonded 1918, and each day thereafter until the number of ships, since the disadministration have been
this board. G. R. Abernathy, is at the board of trustees of the Village of indebtedness not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
and including the 10th day of March, tance was three times as great. Sudh
denly the west was called on to
the Cubau price Is 84 cents:
head of the local board and R. Lopez Roy, in Mora County, State of New Thousand Dolíais, the bonds to ma- 1918, for the purpose of legally
regis
of 1917. It is said in efTeet
above
1,420,000
is one of the new members.
that
tons
did
and
furnish
of
years
furissuance
ture
but
thirty
after
Mexico, it is necessary, in order to
tering the qualified electors of the
nish its citizens the necessary pro- optional for redemption twenty years Village of Roy, aecording to the qual sugar to Europe when 800,000 tons a that the Cubans are at our merry;,
r
demand. The that we could get sugar a cent lower-W- e
Among the new names appearing tection from fire and for the furnish- thereafter, bearing interest not ex- ifications prescribed by the laws of year was the
made exhaustive study of the cost
allies bad drawn from Java 400,000
en our list this week with the price ing of water for domestic and com- ceeding six per centum per annum, for the State ef New Menico.
of producing sugar In Cuba last year
tons before the shipping situation beof a year's subscription to baek them mercial purposes, that the village the purpose of constructing a water
through our own agents in Cuba, and
That the polls for said election shall came acute.
we are glad to note Floyd Ivey, J. N. should own its system of water works, works system for said village, the
Wright, and J. B. Laughter, of Solano and that it is for the best interests and same to be ewned and operated by be at F. H. Foster's office and will be
"In spite of these shipments," Mr. we find It averages 3.39, while many
opened from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 p. Hoover stated the other day, "the producers are at a higher level. We
,
Dr. T. F. Self also remembers us with welfare of said village that the same said village? '
m. of the said 2nd day of April, 1918. English government In August reduced found that an average profit of at
another year in advance, and likewise should be owned and operated by said
The ballots which will be used at the household sugar ration to a basis least a cent per pound was necessary
S. F. Davis.
village, and that the question of the ANSWER:
election will be supplied by the of 24 pounds per annum per capita. in order to maintain and stimulate
said
r
sysworks
acquisition of such a water
Bond Issue
village clerk to the judges of said And In September the French govern- production or that a minimum price of
Harry Burris brought in- the huge tem and the authorization of the nec- FOR Water Works
4.37 was necessary, and even this
election and by them furnished to the ment reduced their household ration
eagle he has mounted for Walter Ross, essary indebtedness therefor, by the
voters.
pounds a year, or a bit over would stifle some producers.
to 13
of Solano, and left it for a time Sat- issuance of bonds, should be submitted AGAINST
"The price ultimately agreed was 23
1 pound of sugar a month. Even this
urday at this office. Mr. Ross got it to the qualified electors of the Village
Water Works Bond Issue
At said election none but qualified meagre ration could not be filled by cents above these figures, or about
h
and will send it to friends "Back of Roy, and,
electors as defined by the general elec
of a cent per pound to the Amerithe French government It was found
East" as an exhibit of New Mexico
tion laws of the State of New Mexico, early' In the fall. America was then can consumer, and more than this
WHEREAS, the boafd of trustees
SECTION VI. Each ballot shall
"Dry Farming."
deem it advisable at this time to have have printed upon the back thereof, an and who have paid a property tax dur
asked for 100,000 tons of sugar and amount has been saved by our reducthe year immediately preceding succeeded In sending 85,000 tons by tion In refiners' profits. If we wish to
of endorsement with a
impres- ing
A relative of Mrs. G. R. Abernathy the qualified electors of the Village
said election within the corporate lim
visited here last week enroute home Roy determine at the regular election sion of the clerk's signature substan- its of the Village of Roy, as prescribed December 1. The French request was stifle production In Cuba we could
Tueson
held
to
be
officials,
village
take that course just at the time of all
of
granted because the American housefollows:
tially as
from Camp Cody, at Deming where
by the constitution and laws of the hold consumption was then at least 55 times in our history when we want
whethhe visited a brother in the service. He day, the 2nd day of April, 1918,
State of New Mexico, will be permitOFFICIAL BALLOT
production for ourselves and the elpounds per person, and It was considreports offers, of $70 per month for er such a water works system should
ted to vote at said election.
by the convillage
said
by
maintaining
duty
acquired
of
ites.
be
ered
the
the
Further than that, the stnte defarm hands at Brooklyn, Iowa and
Election Held, April 2, 1918
of
seed corn from the crop of 1915 is struction, installation and erection
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the French morale made our course clear." partment will ossure you that such a
(Signature)
course would produce disturbances In
Today the sugar situation may
selling as high as S20 per bushel. The the same, and whether said village
board of trustees of said Village of
indebtednecessary
the
Cuba and destroy even our present
should
incur
by
summarized
on
instruction
stating
VII.
The
be
if
that
SECTION
Roy,
crops
two
last
of corn in Iowa did not
has caused this notice to be pub
supplies, but beyond ell these material
ness therefor, by authorizing the is- the foregoing ballot and the question lished and posted as required by law,
America will reduce Its sugar conall mature and seed is not fertile.
Thousand and and the answer shall be printed in this
reasons is one of human justice. This
suance of Forty-Fiv- e
sumption 10 to 15 per cent this
day of
, 1918.
Bonds of both the English and the Spanish lan
great country has no right by the
nation will be able to send 200,000
The Special Sale at the Roy Trading No Hundredths Dollars in
may guages.
might of its position to strangle Cuba.
more soldiers to France.
Co., last Saturday, at which The Red said village, or so much thereof as
Village Clerk.
(Seal)
purSugar today sells at seaboard re
"Therefore there is no imposition
afCross Ladies assisted as sales girls be necessary to accomplish such
This
XIII.
ordinance
SECTION
The following
SECTION VIII.
and received five per cent of the day's pose;
its passage and approval shall be fineries at $7.25 a hundred pounds. upon the American public. Charges
ter
qualified
voters
persons,
for
named
The wholesale grocer lias agreed to have been made before this commit
sales in return, went strong with the
NOW THEREFORE BE IT OR said election as herein described, are published in the Spanish American, the
people and resulted in a clean-u- p
official newspaper of the Village of limit his profit to 25 cents a hundred tee that Mr. Rolph endeavored to benof DAINED BY THE BOARD OF TRUS
hereby appointed judges and clerks of Roy,
$25.81 for the Red Cross as their TEES OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY,
a newspaper of general circula plus freight "nd tho retail grocer Is efit the California refinery of which he
said election:
commission on cash sales.
A Red
tion within said village and the County supposed to take no more than 50 cents was manager by this 34 cent Increase
IN MORA COUNTY STATE OF NEW
Cross Booth was set up in the store MEXICO:
JUDGES C. L. Wensell, F. H. Fos- of Mora, and the said ordinance shall n hundred pounds profit This regu- In Cuban price. Mr. Rolph did not fix
the price. It does raise the price to
at which Miss Elsye Hoelz presided
be in full force and effect from and lation was made by the food administer, Remijo lopez.
now
the
Hawaiian farmer about tnat
the
which
asks
housewife
tration,
approval.
and 21 new memberships were received
and
elecpassage
its
Melregular
after
SECTION I. That the
CLERKS: E. P. Brown and
to reduce sugar consumption ns much amount. It does not raise ike profit of
besides the sale of a lot of badges. tion of the Village of Roy, for the
ville Froersheim.
Passed and approved this 24th day as possible, using other sweeteners,
the California refinery, because their
All in all it was a great financial suc- election of village officials thereof as
charge for refining is, like all other reand also reminds her that she should
SECTION IX. The following named of January, 195.
cess and the store which conceived the prescribed by law, is hereby called to
pay no more than 9 cents a pound for finers, limited to 1.30 per hundred
scheme is to be complimented on help- be held oh Tuesday,1 the 2nd of April, persons, qualified electors as herein (Seal)
FRANK A. ROY,
pounds, plus the freight differential on
sugar.
ing the cause and their business at 1918, at F. H. Foster's office, within stated are hereby appointed as a board
Mayer
the Village ef Roy.
'
ef
the established custom of-tControl of Cane Refiners' Profit.
trade.
the same time. The store was throng- the Village of Roy, and to be held be- of registration for eaid election:
upon
"Mr. Rolph has not one penny of In"Immediately
the
W.
Wilcox,
establish
H.
Floerakeim,
J.
ed all day with cash purchasers.
0:00
m.,
and
Attest:
tween the hours of 9:00 a.
A. Luctre.
UXLYILLE FLOERSHEIM, Clerk. ment of the food adMinistratlon," Mr. terest In that refinery."
. m. aid that:
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